Buildings
revamped
for new
school year

I Terrorism focus of new series
Interdisciplinary events designed to address this year's humanities theme
..
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This year, the summer months
were especially eventful for the
Physical Plant Department (PPD),
as staff addressed a costly incident
in Pierce Residence Hall and completed several other planned renovations across campus, among
other projects.
When a summer guest accidentally damaged a Pierce sprinkler head, severe flooding
occurred on three fsloors, necessitating emergency renovations.
The residence hall had been refurbished in 2008.
PPD called in contractorsto drain
the water and to remove all carpet
and interior furnishings to prevent
mildew. "The building was basically stripped down to the bare
floors, and you could see the cinderblocks it was made out of," Director of the Physical Plant Patricia
Whitney said. The cost of repairing
the residence hall was $400,000.
Also on Roberts Row, Treworgy
Residence Hall, one of the oldest
and smallest dorms on campus, was
renovated in time for first-year orientation in August. "I love the new
Trewg," Treworgy Community Advisor (CA) Melanie Brown ' 13 said.
"I feel like it's now a place where
students actually want to spend
time. It's so nice to see residents
lounging in the common rooms and
stopping to chat in the halls, rather
than just trying to leave the dorm as
soon as possible."
The $2.8 million project followed
the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) standards, a nationally recognized rating
system that verifies and rewards environmentally safe practices in
building projects.
The College adheres to values of
sustainable living in its building
projects and accordingly recycles
construction waste, installs recycling
stations in buildings and uses building materials with a high percentage
of recycled content that are manufacturedwithin 500 miles.
The College is waiting for LEED
See RENOVATIONS, Page 2

Camp was
safe haven
after 9/11
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Students gathered in remembrance in front of Miller Library at 9:11 p.m. on the tenth anniversary of September 11, 2001 .
By DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS STAFF

As a response to the tenth anniversary of September 11 , the
College's annual humanities
theme for the 2011 -2012 academic
year is "Reflections of Terrorism."
This theme will be explored
through coursework, roundtable
discussions, film screenings and
other on-campus events.
Last year, Assistant Professor
of German Cyrus Shahan first
considered having a roundtable
and a film series about terrorism
in order to raise awareness about
the topic ' "After collaborating
with other professors in the humanities division , the idea was
expanded and selected as the annual theme.
The first event in accordance
with the theme was a read-in in
the Pulver Pavilion on Monday,
Sept. 12. Thirty members of
Colby 's faculty and staff read
from a variety of documents including personal reflections, obituaries, excerpts from the 9/11
Commission Report and speeches
that Presidents Bush and Obama
have given on the subject.
"We're hoping...that people
will stop through, stop, pause, lis-

ten, reflect , and that will be a way
both to mourn the people all over
the world who have died as a result of September 11," Assistant
Professor of Philosophy Lydia
Moland said. "But also to open up
some of these greater questions
about what the history of terrorism
is, what the definition is, what the future is of this thing
that impacts our
world so much."
This semester,
classes such as
"Introduction to
International Relations," "Francophone Cultures and
Literatures of the
A m e r i c a s ,"
Moral rniiosophy" and "Evil in Modern Literature, Film and Thought" all
include terrorism as a topic of discussion. These classes are available as a part of the College's
regular yearly course catalogue,
and students usually take one or
more as a part of a major in government, global studies, philosophy and more.
Shahan is also teaching a onecredit independent study entitled
"Terror on Film" to explore the

media and cultural presentations the top ic of terrorism and the
of terrorism as a theme. A signif- sciences. Bioterrorism, nuclear
icant number of students ex- terrorism , ecoterrorism and cypressed their interest in this berterrorism are all integrated
course via e-mail and other means into the landscape of the international concern about terrorism.
before its launch.
The humanities division is
The film screenings are weekly
or bi-weekly, depending on the p lanning a second roundtable
week, and began " next semester with a focus in the
with a showing of scientific aspects of terrorism to
A History of Vio- greater explore the interdisciplilence on Sept. 13. nary implications of terrorism.
The Goldferb Cen- "It 's a way of getting the whole
ter for Public Af- community to share what each
fairs and Civic different discipline can bring to
Engagement pro- this topic and have us talking tovided the funding gether in very intense ways,"
for these showings. Moland said.
The discussion
The humanities division plans
of terrorism is "a to continue adopting an interdiscinaturally interdis- plinary, year-long theme in the fuciplinary
suo- ture. Comedy is scheduled to be
ject ," Moland said. The topic can the 2012-2013 theme.
All of the film screenings are
be examined through the use of
literature , philosophy, psychol- free, open to the public and take
ogy, politics and history. "History place in Diamond 141 at 7 p.m. The
is a very important player just next showing is of The Rider
looking at the many instances of Named Death on Sept. 21. Jerry
terrorism... starting with the Miller of Haverford College will
French Revolution where the also give a talk entitled "How We
word 'terror' was first used to Became Immune to Terrorism" on
designate political violence," Thursday, Sept. 22 at 4 p.m. A full
schedule of film screenings and reMoland said.
lated events is available online at
Moland also mentioned the
relativel y new bridge between colby.edu/terrorism.

The discussion
of terrorism is
"a naturally
interdisciplinary
subject,"
Moland said.

For Michelle Mathai '12 , the
tenth anniversary of September
11 marked a private occasion, as
she went home to her family in
Arlington , Mass. to remember
and honor her father, Joseph
Mathai, who died when the Twin
Towers fell.
The family has many family
members and friends living in
New York , and Mathai's father,
a graduate of Columbia University, frequently visited the
Towers on business as a technology consultant.
The summer after the attacks , Mathai and her brother
Robert attended America 's
Camp, a one-week summer
camp in the Berkshires that was
created as a safe haven for kids
who had lost a parent or a sibling in the attacks.
"America 's Camp was just a
normal summer camp, but it
was special to us because it
was a p lace where no media
was allowed," Mathai said.
"We were all constantly being
contacted by news reporters
and featured in the news, so it
was amazing to have a place
where we could just be ourselves and didn 't have to act
like everything was OK."
The camp's staff was made up
of volunteers, with at least one
counselor per child. In later years,
campers, including Mathai and
her younger brother Robert, returned every summer to serve as
counselors themselves.
"America's Camp changed my
life. It helped me grieve and realize that I wasn't the only one
grieving, that I wasn't alone," she
said. "It 's so humbling to go back
year after year and see these kids
develop. They are so strong and
happy. A lot of them are too
young to remember 9/11 and
don 't have memories of the person they lost, and it reminds me to
be grateful that I have memories
to look back on."
This summer was the camp 's
See MATHAI, Page 2

Earningcreditforjob experience:ITHIS WEEK'S ECHO!
CareerCenteradaptsnewpolicy
By YANA MAYAYEVA
NEWS STAFF

As of the 2011-2012 academic year, students on the Hill
will have the opportunity to receive academic credit for internshi ps in addition to the
usual transcript notation. Upon
authorization from the Career
Center, a student can receive
one credit per internship for up
to a maximum of three internshi p-related credits during his
or her college career.
The Career Center decided
to implement this policy after
four to six months of extensive
research and in response to demand from the student body
and emp loyers. The research
was comprised of a student
survey, a peer i n s t i t u t i o n survey and an employer survey.
The peer institution survey of

roug hly 30 similar colleges
demonstrated that this policy
was very common. Colby was
in fact *'in the
minority
of
schools not offering academic
credit for internshi ps ," Career
Center Assistant
Director Leslie
Kingsley said.
The
employer
survey showed
that "employers
actually prefer if
you get credit
for an internship
because they believe you 'll
have more of a vested interest
in the experience," Associate
Director of Emp loyer Relations Erica Humphrey said. In
addition , many employers
won 't hire students who they

cannot give academic credit to
because of legal reasons.
Before starting an internstudents
shi p,
must comp lete
an online app lication
form ,
w h i c h includes
w r i t i n g a detailed proposal
addressing the
responsibilities
and objectives
of the i n t e r n ship. The student must also
secure a faculty
sponsor to approve the proposal and to
evaluate the student's work
for potential credit.
During the i n t e r n s h i p , the
student must m a i n t a i n a
daily journal documenting
the experience and k e e p a

A minimum
of 100
hours
qualifies for
the one
academic
credit.

log of the hours worked. A
m i n i m u m of 100 hours qualifies a student for the one academic credit. At the end of
the i n t e r n s h i p , the student
must submit this j o u r n a l and
the final project to the facu l t y sponsor for approval.
The f a c u l t y sponsor also receives an evaluation from
the on-site supervisor of the
the
internshi p
verifying
hours w o r k e d and assessing
the student 's work ethic. The
f a c u l t y sponsor then e v a l u ates the material and decides
w h e t h e r the internshi p qualifies for credit.
"The daily journal and final
project may make the internship more introspective, making you more aware of just
how much you 're getting out
See INTERNSHIPS, Page 3

PPD tackles renovation projects

Mathai ref lectson
volunteer experience
From MATHAI, Page 1
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CHRIS HODER, THE COLBY ECHO

The inside of Dana Dining Hall has been renovated and reorganized.
From RENOVATIONS Page 1

approval on Treworgy and GoddardHodgkins Residence Hall, and has
already received gold and silver certifications in previous years for the
Diamond Building, the Pulver Pavilion, the bookstore, the Schair Swenson Watson Alumni Building and
Pierce and Perkins-Wilson Residence Halls.
"Our goal is to be certified at least
LEED silver in all of our new projects
on campus," Whitney said. This includes the current renovation of the
Colby Museum of Art, the expansion
of the art departmentand the construction of the new biomassplant The biomass plant will be producingsteam in
six to eight weeks, and 90 percent of
fuel will come from wood by January.
Aside from a revamped Treworgy, students may have noticed
changes in the Anthony-MitchellSchupf (AMS) and Grossman Residence Halls, where lounge spaces
have been converted into additional
student rooms in order to avoid a
bed shortage on campus. The Col-

CHRIS HODER/THE COLBY ECHO

Treworgy, one of the oldest residence halls, underwent renovation.

lege also received state funding tp
re-tar Campus Drive.
"The thing about these Roberts
Row renovations is
that you lose beds as
you go,"Whitneyexplained. "Since CampusLife and PPD are
working to up the
standards ofbuildings
on campus, we are
reevaluating living
spaces. There should
be at least between90
and 100 square feet
perstudent, for example, and this standard
has turnedsome previous triples into doubles, causing us to
losebeds."
Anthony
and
Mitchell have both
lost lounge space and
gained a single, a
double and a triple on their first floors.
"AMS was the best choice for additional beds becauseit had the lowest
number of studentsperbathroom, and

there is still a very largecommon area
in the Schupf wing of the building,"
Whitneysaid.
The new rooms
on the first floor of
Grossmanare provisional. Upon completion of the new
computer science
and
psychology
building in 2014,
Roberts Union will
be renovated and
convertedinto a residence hall, and administrative offices
will be moved into
Grossman.
Dana dining hall
also
underwent
structural changes
this summer.A few
days before firstyear orientation
began in late August, the dining hall re-opened to
welcome students and staff into a
brighter, more open and completely
remodeled space.

decided on bottled water," Pollock said. "We saw it as an inefficient and wasteful industry
so once we looked closer into

Since their graduation,
Pollock and Friedman
have moved to Portland
where they work full time.
They do most of their paperwork at their apartment but also travel ,
attend meetings and assist
new customers in offices.
The company has recently
expanded, employing a
plumber, a sales representative in New Hampshire
and two telemarketers.
Businesses make up
the majority of the company 's clients , although
Blue Reserve does provide drinking water services to homes as well. The
clientele resides mostly in
Maine, but there are accounts in New York,
Rhode Island and Boston.
COURTESY OF BRANDON POLLOCK
"We might expand the
company in Boston be- Pollock (pictured) and Friedman created Blue Reserve in June 2010, followingtheir graduationfrom the College.
cause of the larger market
there, but Maine has been a great serve water coolers , making the ent in the faculty lounge in the the year, which sparked the interest of several alumi eager to help
Blue
Reserve 's Lovejoy building.
p lace to start a company," Pol- University
lock said.
The College's alumni center them move their project along.
largest client. Pollock said the
The University of New Eng- College is working to install has provided a useful tool for the "Just because you graduate doesland recently switched over all
more Blue Reserve coolers on two entrepreneurs. They were fea- n 't mean that you 're not still a
their water coolers to Blue Re- campus , and one is already pres- tured in Colby magazine earlier in part of Colby,"Pollock said.

Aside from a
revamped
Treworgy,
students may
have noticed
changes in the
AnthonyMitchellSchupf (AMS)
and Grossman
Residence
Halls.

"It all started with a request from
dining services,"Whitneysaid. "They
wanted to betterrespondto studentrequests and have a more open space.
Both Roberts and Foss dining halls
had also been renovated in recent
years, so it really was Dana's turn,
since these things always happen in
cycles." The food stations have been
reorganized, and the entrance and the
exit areashave been separatedin order
to allow for betterstudent traffic flow
through the doors.
"When I first walked in, I felt like I
was walking into God's kitchen—
everythingis so clean and organized!"
Dhokela Yzeiraj '13 said. "I also like
that they chose to use a circular set up
for food statioas—itsuggestsmoreof a
communal unity in contrast to the
squaredoff table comersfrom last year"
Piper and Drummond Residence
Halls are next in line for renovation,
and will be modernized according to
LEED standards in 2013. "It's a
never ending cycle," Whitney said.
"By the time you've finished work
on one building, it's time to move on
to the next!"

last and marked the end of a significant chapter in the campers'
lives. Campers were encouraged
to live by the idea that it is "better
to light a candle than to curse the
darkness." On their last night,
campers each made small "wish
boats" in which they placed a candle and let sail on the water.
"The wish boat ceremony was
one of the biggest nights of camp.
It was a very emotional week,"
Mathai said. "We've all been
coming here for the past 10 years
and we've become a very close
knit group. The friends you make
here have an understanding of
each other that no one else has."
Though Mathai hasn 't shared
her story with many people on the
Hill , she feels comforted by the
campus community as a whole. "I
didn 't want my loss to be something that defined me once I got

to college," she said. "Even
though not everyone knew about
what happened, I always felt very
supported and cared for, and I
knew I wouldn 't have trouble
finding help. This is a very welcoming community, and my closest friends are very supportive."
Although she wasn't on campus for the College's remembrance
ceremony,
she
commended the event. "The grief
is something I deal with every
day, so for me it doesn 't matter if
there is a ceremony or something
on that particular day," she said.
"But I do appreciate that people
are still remembering [September
11 ] and that, especially on a college campus, people are taking
the time to bring the .real world
back a little bit. Although it was
hard to accept what happened because everyone else was also
hurting, in the long run it 's like
everyone is grieving with me, and
that can be nice, too."

COURTESY OF MKHEIXE MATHAI

Mathai (right) f i r s tattended then volunteered at "America s' Camp. "

Blue Reserve expands, Collegeto install coolers
ByMICHAELA PEMBROKE
NEWS STAFF

In addition to the various environmental efforts taking place
on campus, two recent alumni
have made their own green impact serving as the founders of
Blue Reserve, a bottle-less water
cooler filtration system company
based in Portland , Maine.
Brandon Pollock ' 10 and
Nick Friedman * 10 created
Blue Reserve in June 2010 after
their graduation from the College. The company provides an
alternative to bottled water by
installing water coolers in offices and homes to reduce the
environmental impact of bottled water as well as to mitigate
the health concerns of BPA.
During their senior year.
Pollock and Friedman cultivated their idea and worked
w i t h Career Center Director
Roger Woolsey, who hel ped
them get in touch with professors and a l u m n i who could
hel p them move their project
along "We wanted to address
important e n v i r o n m e n t a l concerns through business so we

We wanted to
address
important
environmental
concerns
through
businesses so
we decided on
bottled water.
Brandon Pollock '10
Co-Founder of Blue Reserve

the issue, we realized that the
workforce provides a great
venue to address these environmental concerns because
you can allow a company to go
green while simultaneously reducing its costs."

1
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Internship snow help f ulf illgrad requirements
of the experience," Brooke
Kent '14 said.
It is unclear if students will
begin to take fewer classes
because of this new policy,
though many are glad to receive greater employment opportunities
and
academic
recognition for their efforts.
"It 's great that students can
now receive academic credit
for a proactive experience that
prepares them for their future ," Caitlin Vorlicek *14
said. Vorlicek interned at HarbourVest Partners , a private
equity investment management fund , and hopes to receive academic credit for her
work in the future.
Ben Wexler-Waite *14 , who
interned for New York Senator K i r s t e n Gillibrand , agreed
with this sentiment. "This
policy is an important improvement because it makes
it possible for students to
pursue their career interests
while fulfilling their graduation requirements."

Online market f or college gear

COURTESY OF BEN WEXLCftJWrE

Ben Wexler-Waite '14 (left) spent the summer interning f o r New York Senator Kirsten Gillibrand.

SGA reconvenes for the new year

Members
discuss ongoing
initiatives, club
leaders speak
By DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS STAFF

During the first Student Government Association (SGA)
meeting of the semester on Sept.
11, SGA members discussed their
current and upcoming initiatives
aimed at encouraging more students to attend events on campus
and in the greater Waterville area.
SGA is continuing talks with
local restaurants and businesses
about offering discounts for students who show their ColbyCards, an initiative that began at
the end of the last academic year.
In addition, SGA is considering

whether students could use ColbyCards as a form of payment at
local businesses.
This would involve installing
card
swipers,
similar to the
ones used on
campus, and connecting them to
the College's system. Dorm presidents have been
asked to poll their
constituents on
this matter.
Other student
leaders attended
the meeting to report on their own
organizations' initiatives. Nicole
Sintetos * 12, chair
of the Pugh Community Board (PCB), told SGA

that the board has expanded from
10 to 14 members. Feedback
from last year
shows that PCB's
events were very
successful in depicting the College as a strong
and
supportive
community. Sintetos stressed the
role of student
leaders in attending and supporting these events.
Will Hochman
'14 spoke regarding the
Mule
Mob, which SGA
approved as an
official campus
club. "People are
looking to have
more
spirit,"
Hochman said. "They 're looking

SGA is
continuing
talks with
local
restaurants
and
businesses
about offering
discounts for
students who
show their
ColbyCards.

to cheer for Colby, and along
with the PCB initiative, they 're
looking for it be united a little bit
more. The Mule Mob...is more
of an idea than a group itself. It 's
more along the lines of the spirit
of the community."
The Mule Mob' s first goal
is to buy and sell tank-tops
for students to wear to sporting events to show school
sp irit. The Student Athletic
Advisory Committee (SAAC)
is working with Mule Mob to
fund this endeavor.
Additionally, Berol Dewdney
'13 has been hired again this
year as the gender and sexuality resource officer. SGA and
the College are also continuing
talks regarding the creation of a
gender and sexuality resource
center. In the meantime, Dewdney will serve as a support system for Pugh Center clubs.

Student's football camp thrives

COURTESY OF IAN LEITCH

Ian Leitch '14 founded the Leitch Football Camp in order to teach underprivileged and special needs children how to p lay the sport.

RunrringbackLeifpanded
chand gained prestige.
In response to the lack of
makes f ootball athletic opportunities for underprivileged children in his
accessible to all
area , Leitch , a running back
By SARAH BARRESE
NEWS STAFF

Driven by a love of football and
a desire to make the sport accessible to all, Ian Leitch '14 founded
the Leitch Football Camp in
Green Oak Township, Mich, in
2007. Since then, under his dedicated leadership, the camp has ex-

echo

news briefs
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for the College 's football team,
created the camp after his first
year at Brighton High School
in Brighton , Mich. "It struck
me that the costs and requirements of other camps kept underprivileged
and
special
needs kids excluded throug hout the summer," Leitch said.
Organized by local football
and
volunteers ,
p layers

Leitch Football Camp serves
children from ages five to 10
years old. The camp aims to
create a w e l c o m i n g , judgment-free e n v i r o n m e n t for
boys and girls of any athletic
ability in which they can acquire confidence and learn
the basics of football. After
warming up, children have
the o p p o r t u n i t y to test each
football position at different
stations throughout the camp.
The final day of camp culminates in a friendly touch football s c r i m m a g e and a pizza

party s u p p l i e d b y the local
Cottage Inn in Michi gan.
In addition to being open to all,
the camp manages to keep expenses low. Admission to the
camp costs five dollars during the
summer of 2011 , and charities received all of the accumulated
funds. In the past , the camp has
contributed to several Michi gan
organizations, such as the Livingston Family Center, Livingston Area Council Against
Spouse Abuse (LACASA) and
Brighton High School athletics.
Upon leaving for the Hill in

The Mule Market , an online marketplace that makes markeddown textbooks, furniture and electronics available to students
on the Hill , is reaching its final stages of development and will
officially launch this fall.
Site founder Clay McMickens '12 was frustrated by the diminished return students receive on their textbooks from companies such as Bell Tower Books and inspired by the enterprise
of those that sell their goods on the Digest of General Announcements. He created the Mule Market to end the disconnect between students on the Hill and the materials they need
for school.
"For the students, by the students," is the thinking behind
McMickens ' project , he said. "Everybody here at Colby has
their own product, and it 's about time we have a shot to dictate
the market for the things we sell ourselves."
Only students on the Hill can log into the Mule Market, at
www.themulemarket.com, using their campus username and
password. They can post anything they want to sell at whatever
price they see fit. The standard selling price for every new and
used book sold at the bookstore is also listed on the site as a
point of reference. With the textbook marketplace already up
and running, only the furniture and electronics features have yet
to be completed.
"The more people use it , the more everyone benefits, "
McMickens said. "I want to shift the mentality [of how students conventionally sell their goods on campus], have kids go
the extra mile, make them some extra money and provide the
Colby community with a tool that benefits everyone,**
McMickens said.
For a small eight-percent fee, McMickens will deliver anything bought on the market to any location on campus. Students
can also leave goods for sale in a storage center until they receive an offer from a buyer.
"For students that want to make money, the option is out
there ," McMickens said. "A new blank marketplace is up and
running. Now it 's up to us as a community to dictate how we
fill it."
—Devin O 'Brien. News Staff

Bik ing to Common Ground Fair
The Colby Environmental Coalition (EnviroCo) will sponsor
a morning bike ride on Saturday, Sept. 24 , from Mayflower Hill
to the Common Ground Country Fair in Unity, Maine. The 22.5
mile bike ride is one of thousands of registered events taking
p lace worldwide under the umbrella of the 3S0.org Moving
Planet Campaign.
A group of Middlebury students started 3S0.org, a grassroots
organization. The group aims to reduce the carbon dioxide content in the atmosphere to 350 parts per million, a level scientists say is necessary to preserve the planet.
According to 3S0.org, Sept. 24, Moving Planet Day "is a
day to put our demands for climate action into motion—
marching, biking, skating—calling for the world to go beyond
fossil fuels."
"The ride brings together a lot of things the Colby community
is passionate about like biking, getting outside, environmental
activism, enacting global change , gardening and sustainability,"
Erin Love *14 , one of the leaders of EnviroCo, said.
The destination of the ride, the annual Common Ground Fair,
celebrates sustainable agriculture and products produced in
Maine . Attendees arriving by bicycle will receive a two dollar
discount off admission, as well as special parking for bikes.
"The Common Ground Fair really is the perfect destination
for the ride," another EnviroCo leader Renzo Moyano '14 said.
"It is a perfect example of what our society needs more of in
order to become sustainable and demonstrates all of the things
we should be doing on a much larger scale. "
Love and Moyano are working to restore EnviroCo to its former prominence on campus and hope that a large turnout for the
ride will spur student interest in the organization.
Those interested in participating in the ride or joining EnviroCo may contact Love or Moyano for more information. Students who do not own bikes can rent them from the Information
Desk in Pulver using the iBike system, which was originally an
EnviroCo initiative.
—Nicole Hewes, News Staff
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Alums embarkon kindness walk

l
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COURIESr Of NICK TUCKER AND SAM ROULEAU

Sam Rouleau '10 and Nick Tucker '11 began a charity. Making Strides, which will lead them on a
walk across the country from Maine to California performing acts of kindness along the way.

Nick Tucker and Sam Rouleau
trek across the country, part one
By JULIA LO
NEWS STAFF

For the next seven months
Nick Tucker ' 11 and Sam
Rouleau '10 will continue their
walking journey. While the common one month anniversary usually refers to a successful
sprouting seduction, last week's
one month mark for College
alumni Tucker and Rouleau
commemorated the first of hundreds of days more to come on
their coast-to-coast voyage
across the United States.
The recent Colby grads are
walking from the coast of
Maine to the coast of California
on a quest to meet the real people that live the everyday
Almerican struggle.
'While other adventurists have
walked across the country
before, Tucker and Rouleau are
walking with a special agenda.
"We didn 't just want to walk,"
Tucker explained. "We wanted
to do something, and do something a little differently."
Along their journey, Tucker
and Rouleau plan to volunteer
work for charities, complete
service projects and help people that they meet on the road.
Whether it is rebuilding houses, assisting elders with groceries or sharing a sub with
someone hungry, the duo plan
to make a difference.
"It started as an idea,"
Tucker said. After reading The
Walk by Richard Paul Evans, a
story about a man who leaves

everything to walk from Seattle
to Key West. Tucker thought,
"I would love to walk across
the country."
Tucker proposed the plan to
long-time friend Rouleau who
was searching for something
"more meaningful." Rouleau
was working as a financial analyst at the time, but it just wasn 't enough. "When Nick told
me about the idea, it was at the
perfect time. I fell in love with
it instantl y."
Aided by the
advice
and
research
of
Colby Career
Center Director
R o g e r
Woosley. the
two decided to
begin
their
adventure
in
August.
On
August 6 after
many goodbyes
and some small
fundraising
(including selling Rouleau 's
car).
Tucker
and Rouleau set out from Short
Sands Beach in York Beach ,
Maine, to Southern California,
under their walking campaign,
"Making Strides: Rediscovering
The American Dream."
Instead of understanding the
American struggle through
broad facts and figures, Tucker
and Rouleau are looking for the
"true face of America," encountering America on a personal

level instead of a statistical one.
Despite having spent only a
month on their walk thus far, the
duo has already been faced with
the harsh realities of many in
America. Tucker described his
initial shock at the quick-to-forget mentality of most American
medias. Volunteering to help
reconstruct communities affected by tornados in the Northeast
this past month, the duo realized
that although it had disappeared
in the news, the damage was
still prevalent.
"A lot of people in America
will forget because [a news story]
isn 't in the headlines anymore,"
Tucker
said.
"Medias forget,
so we forget."
Tucker and
Rouleau, however, certainly
are remembering, and they
are receiving
tons of support
along the way.
"We
have
sleeping bags
and a tent. We
are camp-capable. But we
only had to do
it once in the
first month. The Colby alumni
network has been our go-to, really—our savior," Tucker said.
Each day, contacts from the
Colby Alumni Network are
delighted to house and feed the
hungry men after their exhausting
twenty some-odd mile walk. "We
get two or three yesses at a time,
and once, seven," Tucker said.
Along the way they are meeting some fascinating people. "The

Whether it is
rebuilding houses,
assisting elders
with groceries or
sharing a sub
with someone
hungry, the duo
plan to make a
difference.

type of person that stops to talk to
you on the side of the road is a
very specific type of person,"
Rouleau said. While those individuals may be outside of the
norm, Rouleau also realizes the
absurdity of his own expedition.
"You have to be a little crazy 1o
do this. It 's much more enjoyable
when you're at the end of the day,
done walking," Rouleau said
with a chuckle. "Sometimes in
the late afternoon when we'd
have two hours left we'd turn to
each other and say, 'How'd you
talk me into this?*"
Although the two have been
close friends for many years, they
hardly talk during the ten or
eleven hours that they walk a day.
"We've been together for quite
a long time doing stupid things.
It 's interesting because now we
spend most of the time when
we're walking never talking,"
Rouleau recounted. "It's a very
solitary experience. Every day
seems like the longest day
because it's you and your
thoughts for 10 straight hours.
Yet all of the days have been
meshed together, every day
crawls by, you sit there trying to
distort yourself, re-live things in
your childhood."
Thinking back on his experience at Colby, Rouleau reflected,
"You really have to try to find
something meaningful to do. It's
really just a positive community
up there, but it's easy to get tunneled into doing something that
deep down isn 't what you want. I
mean, we were economics
majors. I always though I'd be
working a hedge fund but, for me,
there's no meaning in it."
To these two making meaningful experiences is key. In this past
month alone . Tucker and
Rouleau have pushed and jumpstarted a car, bought sandwiches
for the hungry, given out money
to the homeless, prepared apartments for Middle East families
relocated to America and helped
communities in the midst of tornado reconstruction, on top of all
of this they are forming individual connections with each fascinating person they encounter.
Despite the progress the two
have made thus far, Tucker and
Rouleau will continue to walk
and lend helping hands all of the
way across the country until they
reach California.
The Making Strides team is
currently in Pennsylvania. You
can find out where they are now
and track their progress on their
website www.makestrides.net.

TentCity bringsCOOTstogether
By ALLISON EHRENREICH
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

In Summer 2011 , Tent City
came to Waterville for the first
time ever. As droves of student
leaders headed to the Hill they not
only prepared for the arrival of
first-year students but also for their
own close-to-nature experience.
In an effort to stick to a tight
budget for the Colby Outdoor
Orientation Trips (COOT) this
year, COOT leaders slept in
tents during their week of training and could not access their
rooms until Friday, August 26.
The COOT committee made up
of 10 student leaders alongside
Nicole Caruso, the associate
director of Campus Life and
director of outdoor education,
made the decision.
"Staying in tents reduced the
cost of leader training without
greatl y reducing the time that
COOT leaders have together to
connect and bond over training,
which is a real value of being a
COOT leader and something the
committee wanted to protect ,"
Director of Campus Life Jed
Wartman said.
While trip leaders who had

already taken their wilderness
first aid course prior to the beginning of COOT training only
camped out for one night, those
who arrived early to complete the
wilderness first aid training spent
three nights sleeping in tents on
Runnals Hill.
Rachel Goff '12 led a COOT
trip for the first time this year.
She said that Tent City was a
good idea in theory but not necessarily in practice. "While I
think it 's a cool idea in terms of
building community, it was kind
of frustrating in terms of moving
in and keeping all my stuff in my
car, " she said.
Students, especially COOT
leaders, on Mayflower Hill are no
strangers to the outdoors, thanks
in large part to the COOT program, which is mandatory for
first-year students. Since 1975,
orientation trips have assigned
first-years to two upperclassmen
leaders for an excursion in the
wilderness. Recent additions
have expanded the COOT repertoire to include trips from cooking to yoga and mindfulness to
local exploration for those less
inclined to spend their days hiking or doing trail work.

COOT coordinator Becky
Newman *13 , alongside cocoordinator Julia Knoeff *13 ,
spent the summer preparing for
the tent aspect of the COOT
leader training for first-year orientation. She said that the budget for COOT was much lower
this year. Camping out kept the
dormitories
closed,
which
helped to save money. The training period was also shorter this
year than it has been in the past.
The change faced one major
down-side; it created a bit of a
hassle for leaders without cars.
These students had to off-load
their stuff into a storage space
and then had to move it into their
rooms when the dorms opened.
Second-time COOT leader
Raymond Rieling '12 did not
have a car on campus, so he had
to move his belongings into the
basement of Anthony-Mitehe IISchupf. Rieling, who spent
three nights camping, said that
while it would have been more
comfortable to move into his
dorm room right off the bat, "it
wasn't that bad." In the end, he
said, "it probably helped with
bonding [among leaders]."
Some leaders found ways

around living in Tent City, Goff
said. A handful joined their friends
who were working at the College
during the summer and who _
already had access to their rooms.
"I don 't blame them," Goff said,
"but I think it would have been
more fun if we all embraced sleeping outside."
With or without Tent City,
this year's orientation trips were
a success in the eyes of many.
Newman said that COOT is one
of the real standout aspects of
the College. "The thing is no
other school does [orientation]
this way: everyone must do it. I
think that 's really special...I
think it 's one of the few things at
Colby that forms the community
we all seek."
Alex Jackson ' 15 agreed.
After her COOT—Acadia B—
she said, "It helped to make
adjusting easier because I was
able to get to know a small
group of people before I was on
campus with our class of about
500 students." Enthusiastic
about her experience, she said it
is the connections with her leaders and her peers that has helped
to make her transition into life
on the Hill a smooth one.

Fight dorm blues:
top decor tips for
all room varieties
By RACHEL GOFF
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

As a senior I've been decorating my dorm room for the past
three years, so I got a little lazy
while packing for school yet
again this summer. 1 left behind
the
laminated
National
Geograph ic world map, the
Harry Potter poster and the
prayer flags that adorned my
walls in previous years. I
thought I didn 't need these
things, but upon unpacking all
of my belongings I found my
room depressingly bare. I realized I had to get really creative,
really fast.
In this article, I will share with
you tips and tricks for turning
your dorm room into a place that
feels like "home" (but don 't tell
your parents this: it might make
them sad).
Avoiding frustration and fines:
There is an ongoing debate on
how best to hang items on the
walls while avoiding nightly
falling posters and end of the
year thumbtack hole fines.
While tape is clearly the least
intrusive option, it is also the
least effective. On the other
hand, thumbtacks work very
well, but it is very easy to get
carried away and wind up with
more holes than you can fill in
with toothpaste.
Thus, I have invented something I like to call the "tapestry
collage." The tapestry collage
consists of hanging a tapestry or
patterned sheet on the wall and
taping pictures to it in artful (I
use this term loosely) patterns.
In this way, you can fill an
entire wall with color and memories while using tacks only in
the corners of the tapestry and
avoiding fines at the end of the

school year.
Another easy yet artsy wallhanging option is what I've
dubbed the "twine clothesline,"
which consists of stringing a piece
of twine horizontally across your
wall and hanging postcards or
photos from it with clothespins.
Making everything fit:
If you weren't lucky enough to
win the room draw lottery, your
room is probably pretty small.
While I advise against the triplebunking of beds (scary!), there
are other options to make a
cramped space feel larger.
First off, do you really need
your desk? I'm not saying you
shouldn't study, I'm just pointing
out that the library is perhaps
more conducive for work anyway, in that it is further from your
bed and the temptation of a nap.
While desks are useful for storage, so are small bookshelves that
take up less space.
It is also important never to
underestimate the advantages of
"nesting" (i.e. placing smaller
things in side of larger ones). For
examples, mini-fridges fit very
nicely in wardrobes or closets, or
if you are really ambitious, you
can sometimes fit your whole
dresser in them.
And multi-use: storage containers work great as ottomans or
coffee tables if you throw a pretty
tablecloth over them. Plus the top
of your dresser can always double
as a nightstand.
If you were lucky enough to
win the room draw lottery and
have a giant quad or apartment
and are overwhelmed by all the
extra space and empty walls:
I have no advice for you
because I am jealous and resentful.
I do have one tip though: keep the
space relatively open so you can
throw parties and invite everyone.

NICK IODICt / THE COLBY ECHO

Kirsten Stray-Gundersen '12 took advantage of the space in the
apartment common rooms by painting this lighthouse mural.
1
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College shines in summer rankings

CHRIS HODER/THE COLBY ECHO

Students on the Hill were pleased to see the College top many
of the popular rankings that appeared over the summer months.
By CHARLOTTE
W1ESENBERG
NEWS STAFF

Although the College is located in rural Maine and has only a
small community of fewer than
2000 students, it is no surprise
that it received national attention
this year. The College received
recognition for being a "Girl
Power"
College
from
HerCampus, a "Trendy College"
from The Huffington Post and
one of the "Happiest Colleges"
from Newsweek, as well as a top
college on both the Forbes and
US News and World Report
national rankings.
"All of these positive men-

tions are good since they are easy
to read—most are online—and
they may encourage more
prospective students to consider
applying to the College," Senior
Associate Dean of Students Paul
Johnston said.
The HerCampus "Girl Power"
and
The Huffington Post
'Trendiest College" awards are
purely based on positive mentions. HerCampus highlighted
the women, gender and sexuality
studies program and organizations such as the Feminist
Alliance and Colby Women 's
Group as opportunities for
female empowerment.
The Huffington Ppst raved
about the College community,

calling
it
the
trendiest wondered what made the College
"Woodsmen Stuck Together in one of the "happiest schools" this
the Middle of Nowhere" college. year, and which guidelines were
The article quoted an unnamed used to establish such a ranking.
f
Newsweek s article used statisstudent saying, "there is a sense
of closeness as a group of kids tical information to compile the
out in the woods in Maine that I list of the "25 Happiest Schools."
don 't think people at other It used grades on dining, housing
schools necessarily get."
and nightlife from College
It is hard not to be pleased Prowler, a well-known website
with the College 's place on where current students grade their
Forbes and US News and World
school in each category. Other
Report. The Forbes rankings are criteria included the number of
based on "the things that matter sunny days per year according to
most to students: quality of Sperling 's BestPlaces, studentteaching, great career prospects, teacher ratio and average indebtgraduation rates and low levels edness at graduation—statistics
of debt at graduation." The US
taken from the College Board.
News and World Report rankSome students do not believe
ings are based on standardized that all of these factors determine
testing scores, admission rates, how happy Colby students are
average freshman-sophomore though. Hillary Keach '13 did
retention rates
not believe that
and
six-year
the number of
graduation rates.
sunny days per
All of these facyear category
tors combined
applies to the
make
the
College.
"We
College more
chose to come to
attractive
to
school in Maine.
prospective stuIf we cared that
dents
and
much about havincrease pride in
ing a high numcurrent students.
ber of sunny
Still, "There is
days per year,
no
concerted
we would have
effort [on behalf
gone to school
of the College] to
in California,"
get higher on the
she said.
Paul
Johnston
"
lists each year,
Both , Keach
Senior Associate Dean of Students
Johnston said.
and
Johnston
"We
would
appreciate the
rather be mentioned on these lists recognition from these acclaimed
than not mentioned at all, but we sources. However, according to
do not want to boost our position Johnston, "The College is not as
in an artificial way," he continued. concerned about public opinion
Johnston further noted that as we are about the students who
while the school hopes to hold are here. We want the students
high rankings, many of these lists who are here to be well educated,
have less to do with college goals to leave here employed and to
and more to do with subjective feel that we have prepared them
information. For example, he
for the next level."

We would rather
be mentioned on
these lists than
not mentioned
at all, but we do
not want to
boost our
position in an
artificial way.

SEPTEMBER BACHELOR AND BACHELORETTE: JAMES HUBBARD '12 AND KRISTINE WALTERS '12

James Hubbard '12

James Hubbard is a gentle soul.
With baby blue eyes, a warm
smile and washboard abs, he will
simply enchant you. Engage in
conversation with James (aka
"Jimmy," "Jimbabwe," "Jimmy
Goodtimes" or "Jimmy From the
Docks") and you will understand
how thoughtful, sincere and caring of a man he is.
James hails from Natick ,
Mass. (otherwise known as NatTown), and is a proud alumnus of
Natick High School, known for
their politically incorrect mascot,
the Redmen.
Like his idol, Don Draper,
Jimmy is debonair, handsome
and mysterious. Unlike Don
Draper, Jimmy will not cheat on
you and does not have a secret
identity named Dick Whitman
(spoiler alert!).
Favorite hobbies include working out, listening to the Grateful

"

""

-

-

Dead, meeting new people, giving people nicknames and working out. He also loves to dance
and enjoys summerjam-band festivals of all varieties.
So if you're a girl/woman from
the ages of 20 to 52 and have a
love for Jerry Garcia, magic bars,
Sandra Bullock, Irish history or
any Boston sports teams, then
you have your man. Lock your
automobiles, ladies. In all sincerity, James is the nicest guy in the
world and a total catch.
Loves:
World
peace,
amnesty, Professor Scheck, all
people regardless of ethnicity,
race, religion or class and his
cousin, who is also handsome
and a total catch.
Hates: Mean people, war, the
common cold, disease, sickness,
Communism, the Dutch, stupidity
and Echo readers (you).
-Written by Mike Southard '12
and Gordon Lessersohn '12
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James Hubbard has a love for working out and his cousin, Mike.

Kristine Walters '12
Kristine Walters, a sensational senior and green-eyed
beauty, has much more to offer
than the typical Colby girl .
Hailing from Villanova, Pa.,
Kristine defies the norm by
stepping outside of the New
England box and showing her
love for the South, and America
in general.
A fan of road trips and dogs,
you 're most likely to find her
rocking out to the latest country music hits wearing her
famous signature cowboy
boots in her American-flag
clad six-man apartment.
But don 't let this allAmerican sweetheart fool you—
Kristine knows that freedom
ain 't free and her love ain 't
either. Don't think taking her for
a drive around town is going to
satisfy her adventurous side!
When she isn 't busy hanging out

with her friends at Colby, she is
stocking up on her frequentflyer miles. The anthropology
major and German minor is an
experienced world-traveler, having spent her first semester in
Salamanca and last summer
working in Tanzania. But don 't
dwell too long on her Feb-frosh
status—she arrived on campus
with a bang in January of 2009
and has been running the show
ever since.
Favorite State: Tie between
South Carolina and Georgia
Favorite Movie: Anything
scary
Favorite Book: The Sound
and the Fury
Favorite
Sports
Team:
Syracuse men 's lacrosse
Favorite TV Show: Dexter
-Written by Maddie Bergier
'12 . Lauren Harris '12, Lindsay
Putnam ' 12 and Charlotte
Veazie '12

CHRIS KASPRAtVTHE COLBY ECHO

Kristine is a southern g irl at heart looking f o r love in the Northeast,
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I WHO'S WHO: ADAM MARSHALL '12

Senior stuns school
. ¦ ¦ ¦'M *
rwins television trivll
..JL^JL^.
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Adam Marshall '12 poses with Jeopardy! host Alex Trebek.

By LINDSAY PUTNAM
FEATURES EDITOR

Whether you turned on the
television or even just logged
onto Facebook this summer, you
have likely heard of Adam
Marshall '12. The current senior
rose to an unprecedented level of
stardom this summer after he
made not one, not two, but three
appearances on the television
game show, Jeopardy/.
"The episode actually aired on
my first day at work at summer
camp," Marshall said. "My parents had some friends over and I
watched it with a group of
coworkers, but my phone went off
a lot during the day. I actually got
a back log of texts because every
time I would try to reply to one, I
would get a new text so what I
was writing would get saved to
drafts. I eventually had to turn it
off so I could go to sleep, and I
couldn 't even log on to Facebook
without getting chat messages."
While Marshall's rise to fame
occurred quite recently, his road
to Jeopardy ! has been paved
since high school. He found his
affinity for trivia back in high
school, where he joined the
Walt Whitman High School
Quiz Bowl team in his hometown of Bethesda, Md. after
encouragement from his parents
when they saw that he possessed
"a knack for picking up info
from things [he] read." Marshall
went on to captain the team for
two years and even picked up a
national championship.
After graduation , -however,
Marshall was unsure of how he
would continue his trivia career.
"I figured I wassatisfied with the
way it ended, and Colby is way
out in Waterville so it's hard to
get to college tournaments. I
picked up Frisbee instead but
then I decided to try out for
Jeopardy/ online.
Marshall's decision to apply
actually came almost three years
ago as a first-year at the College.
The television show offers
online tests every six months for
hopefuls, featuring a round of
questions similar to the ones presented on the real show. In the
fall of 2008 Marshall applied for
College Jeopardy/, and then several months later applied for the
regular version of the program.
The database stores results for
18 months, and if chosen, contestants must audition at a satellite station to verify their results
and play in a sample game to test
on-camera demeanor. "At that
point everyone has gotten similar results, so the decisions
become
more
subjective,"
Marshall noted.
The call Marshall received
from the studio was not an
expected one. "It had been almost
the full 18 months, I was in the
Pub playing pool with Evan
O'Neill '12. It was the last day of
JanPlan break—I had gotten back
that day but a lot of people were
unable to make it back due to the
snowstorm. When I looked at my
p hone 1 thought it was a 301 number , which is my hometown area
code, but it was actually a 303 i number. The woman on the other

line talked for a minute verifying
my identity before saying she was
from Jeopardy ..
' I had to sit down
and Evan was like, *Is this what I
think it is?!*'*
• Marshall flew out on Feb. 28
and sat through a day of taping*
before joining the first show
taped on March 2. During the
time between the call and his
episode, he did attempt to bnisfa
up on some facts. "It would'be
pretty ambitious to think you
could prepare for Jeopardy!
as a
whole," Marshall said, "But I
made flashcards for country
music and cocktails becausethey
' 'S
were my weak spots,"
('
Fortunately, neither of mope
categories came up during his run \
on the show, which lasted for
three episodes. Marshall recoils
his favorite moment to be the
Final Jeopardy! question oil the
first show: he was ahead, but in
order to win he would have to get
the answer correct and also
wager the correct amount of
money. The question was* **In
2007, Robbstown, near Corpus
Christie, was officially recognized as the birthplace of this ¦

game, ' now widely played
online." All threecontestants got
the answer correct, 'Texas How
'Em," but Marshall's wager
sealed him the victory.
. ' ,- -$
His second game was notably
less eventful, with Marshallwinning before the Final Jeopardy!
question even appeared* The
episode was memorable forother
reasons, however, as Alex Trebek
came up with several nicknames
for Marshall, including "Young
Adam" and "We Are Marshall."
Although Marshall's stint on
the program came to an end after
the third episode, thosethree certainly made an impact. Between
the tapings and the airings, be had
to conceal 'the results of his tune
on the show, with only his parents , grandparents and brother
knowing how well he had done?
Since the show, Marshall has
become a sort of celebrity among
friends and even strangers. ,..;'.'.
"There's no real way to tell
people you've been on Jeopardy!
without sounding doucbey,**
Marshall said. "But my friend
Evan loves to tell everyone about
it." Marshall even received over
30 friend requests on Facebook
from complete strangers who bad
seen him on the program.
And Marshall certainly didn't
walk away empty handed. , He
earned $51,800 on the first two
shows and a $2,000 consolation
prize for the third. His total earnings. $53,800, are a number that
hits close to home for many stu' •- dents on the Hill.
"My dad pointed out on the
trip home that $53,800 is the
exact cost of the College's comprehensive fee for the school
year," Marshall said. Thoughhe
hasn't received the actual BBK
yet, he's expecting it to arrive
very soon. "I don't know how to
go about spending that much
money; I've never had that much
to spend." He got some help from
his roommate, however, when*
fust text to Marshall after the fits*.
show aired simply read,^ptfnj? '
' *£§»
buying the TV."

OPINION
Religion in our secular world

past Sunday marked ten years since September 11 became so indelibly part of
This
our lives; a decadehas passed since that day that shook the United States to its core.

I Is perceptionrealityat Colby?

Here on the Hill, hundreds of miles from New York City—the epicenter of those attacks—the student government held a quiet remembrance ceremony. For an hour on Sundaynight, studentsput down their textbooks and filed out of Miller to gather by the flagpole
torreflection, and for prayer.We each deal with tragedy and loss fn our own way—through
reflection,through grief, through religion—to each his own.
A handful of students spoke; most were representatives from student groups, and many
of their speeches addressed questions of religion or simply offered prayers. This was surprising at Colby, an undeniably secular and liberal campus, where religion does not often
take the spodight.
In New YorkCity, Mayor Michael Bloomberg received criticism for the absence of clergymen in the September 11 ceremony mis year; yet according to a September 8 New York
Times article, representativesfrom the mayor's office said, "It is wrong to say the ceremony
excludes prayeror clergy members." Religious figures often attend the annual 9/1 1 ceremonies, and the office believes many use the moments of silence for reflection or prayer.
Perhaps students on the Hill would have felt more comfortable on Sunday if religion
bekt a lessprominentrole, or if it were not mentioned at all. Yet The Colby Echo wants to
acknowledgethose students who did put themselves out there to discuss religion in en environment where such discourse is not always welcome.
In particular, Karen Abbasof the Colby Christian Fellowship handled her speech with
graceand dignity. She shared her own story from September 11, yet she prefaced it by noting that she did not want to alienate any listeners by using the word "God." This introduction allowed her to successfully engage her audience with prayer that gives her comfort
in the wake of tragedy because she understood and voiced that it was not everyone's way
of copingwith the event.
Religion is taboo in our society and particularly at our college. The United States purports a separationof church and state, yet religion continually seeps back into our political discourse. When the President addresses us, he concludes "And may God bless the
United States of America." Religion 's prominent role within our government can be unsettlingfor those with alternative beliefs.
Even so. the Echo hopes that the College keeps an open attitude toward religion so that
we may to continue to leam and grow from one another and to cultivate the respect for a
diversebody of beliefs that we will encounter both on our little Hill and in the future.
-The staff of The Colby Echo
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both supposed to feel like home, yet they
are whitewashed and essentially bare of any
artwork. In Cotter, the only examples of
student art are cheap event banners and
some 8x 11 pictures that are almost too
small to see from the ground. The new artwork in Lo-Po is exceptional, but completely out of the way of the average
student on the average day.
It 's plainly ridiculous to talk about aesthetic sensibilities after the "reaching the
world" flags that went up around Cotter
columns last winter. The neutral blue flags
that replaced them are better, but whoever
is in charge of that space should actually
try "inspiring imagination." Ever heard of

Let mebringthisdowntoyourhemisphere
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TECH EDITOR

CASEY CARLSON

Cotter Union and
dormitory lounges
are both supposed
to feel like home,
yet they are white
washed and
essentially bare of
any artwork.

a painting?
Bareness characterizes facades as well as
interiors; there is nothing about red bricks and
cream shutters that inspires creativity.
Granted, we are not going to start building
dorms with blue bricks, but it wouldn 't hurt
anyone to wrap colored flags on the library
once a year.
On Miller, as in Cotter, when given this
opportunity, the school seems to prefer literal and figurative whitewash to actual student expression. If, as the PPD mission
suggests, there exists a direct connection between the college aesthetics and intellectual
climate, then why is our campus so barren?
Moreover, the multitude of rules governing
bannering, chalking and postering give a
sense that the school is at best not interested
in what students have to say. Certainly the
College is not making it easy for students to
voice their issues.
Whatever the origin of these policies,
there is a clear dedication to the aesthetic
uniformity of campus. Perhaps there are
good reasons (I assume fire codes are sometimes a factor), but when "universality" and
"aesthetic sensibilities" take precedence over
student expression, the rules have gone too
far. As a new year begins, we should expect
the College to loosen such restrictions wherever possible. We should also expect the creation of new spaces for bannering and
artwork, especially in dormitories. A sterilized campus stifles conversation and makes
students feel that the administration docs not
respect their causes. In other words, a sterile
campus emboldens a sterile civic discourse.
To be fair, the College encourages discourse
through the digest, as well as through the Pugh
Center, Goldfarb Center and many other organizations on campus. These verbal conversations
are valuable,but they lack the intrinsic powerof
visual expression.As long as the administration
censors visual forms there will only be an illusion of openness at Colby College.
I assume this is not their intent.
But, as the saying goes, perception is reality.

LET ME BRING THIS DOWN TO YOUR LEVEL

OPINION EDITOR

ABC EDITOR

LANE MCVEY
BECKY NEWMAN
LAYOUT EDTTORS

Welcome back to Colby College. For those
of you who are new here or were gone in the
spring, let me get you up to speed.
Last May, Relay for Life organizers covered the TV stand and the info desk in Cotter
Union with promotional stickers. For a week
before the relay, the stickers went up at night
and were torn down in the morning by college
staff. Apparently, the stickers violated Colby
postering rules by contacting the wood paneling of those fixtures.
It says something about Colby that we are
tearing down cancer awareness banners just
because they are not in an approved place.
College is supposed to be the place for argument and discussion, where people of disparate backgrounds hash out ideological
differences for the sake of learning. The action sets a bad precedent for when someone
is bannering an issue that is controversial.
Of course that 's already happened. Last
April, the Bridge was denied the right to wrap
the Miller Library columns in the colors of the
pride movement.
At the time, the editorial staff of the Echo
addressed both sides of the issue. "To wrap the
symbol of Colby in the pride flag, visually realizes the flag's meanings about community,
diversity, alliance and affiliation," they wrote.
In presenting the anti-flag argument, the staff
argued that the library was a universal symbol
of the college and that pride banners were inherently exclusive.
To be sure, the situation makes for great
discussion, but it speaks to a larger, institutional issue and raises an important question:
what kind of liberal arts college places impediments to student expression?

It's a question of values, and as one college department 's mission statement reads,
"[our goal is] to provide a safe, and sanitary environment for living and learning...in
a manner consistent with Colby's four-fold
mission to inspire students' imagination and
creativity; to help them become vigorous
thinkers who can communicate clearly; to
broaden their knowledge; and to enhance
their historical and aesthetic sensibilities."
That excerpt is from the Physical Plant website, and it describes a campus that does not
exist on Mayflower Hill.
Sterility defines the aesthetic of Colby.
Cotter Union and dormitory lounges are

How's everyone doing? Moved in all
right? Sinking your teeth into those new
classes? That sounds adorable. Good for
you. Personally, I' ve been attending class
since the beginning of July. Why, you ask?
Dear reader, I am currently living in the future. Also, New Zealand. For those of you
who aren't aware, New Zealand is a small
country located on the bottom half of the
globe. Its "claims to fame" include sheep,
rugby and being the set for "The Lord of
the Rings" films. It is also literally in the
future. Over here, we 're on the other side
of the International Date Line, which is
some kind of shamanistic boundary that divides today and tomorrow.
When it 's Monday in Maine, it 's Tues-

day in New Zealand. Want to know what
happens on Tuesday? Can't tell you. That
violates all the laws of time travel. Sony.
Although I have to say, it's pretty nice. I
got to see the last Harry Potter film while
most of you were standing in line wearing
robes and practicing charms. But it's not
all good. Sometimes the burden of knowing what happens before everyone else
weighs on my soul. Also, my parents are
really starting to get tired of me starting
every Skype conversation with "welcome
to the future, bitches!" and then flashing a
strobe light.
But why have I started school so early?
Were you even paying attention? I said that
New Zealand was on the bottom half of the
Earth, which, if you don 't have a globe handy,
is located almost entirely in the southern hemisphere. Thus, the seasons are completely reversed. Summer is winter, winter is summer,
the Fourth of July is called "Scnmsham 's
Spectacle," and St. Patrick's Day is, apparently, every day. It 's a wonderful place.
But here we are, all the way down in the
fourth paragraph, and I haven 't even answered

the question that surely is at the top of all of
your minds: what direction do the toilets
flush? In the northern hemisphere, the water
spirals in a certain, American direction that I
currently forget (I have been away for a
white). Legend tells that down in the southern
hemisphere, due to something called the Coriolis effect and probably also communism, the
water spirals in the other direction. Now, I' m
not saying this was the first reason why 1came
to New Zealand, but it was close. And what I
found out was shocking: the water doesn 't spiral at all. Whatever uncouth mechanism is responsible, it results in a bastardization of the
proper American flush.
Apart from the toilets, there's not much to
complain about in New Zealand (which is not
meant, in any way, to downplay the seriousness of my complaints about the toilets). The
landscape is almost annoyingly beautiful; it's
impossible to travel 15 minutes without seeing something worth taking a picture. As a
New Jersey native, I am often overwhelmed
by the natural splendor. They don't even have
good highways down here; just lots of sheep
and rainbows.

The Colby Echo is the weekly student newspaper of Colby College in Waterville, Maine.
The paper is publishedevery Wednesday that the College is in session. Students are strongly
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in workingfor in orderto leam more.
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Toe Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the immediate community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and pertain to a current topic or issue. However,
the Echoreserves the right to run longer letters. Also, the Echo reserves the right to edit submissions for grammar and clarity and may choose not to run a letter.The Echo will not, under
any circumstances, print an unsigned letter.
Lettersare due to the Echo by midnight of the Sunday preceeding the publication date. They
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The pastoral coastal landscape along the Catlins, New Zealand, on the south island.MichaelLangley 'IS is studying abroad there.

The work that lies ahead

I WE THE PEOPLE

Our SGA on ways to get involved

alogue and coalition to bring about the
gender and sexual diversity equality we
don't simply want, but need to survive
as an honest and growing community.
Last spring, as the class of 2011 prepared perience here. This experience can be one plan for the year. There is also a time
Journalist Gail Sheehy once said, "If we to graduate, a friend of mine in that class that is driven by our hopes and ideas. That where we will be open to any questions
don't change, we don't grow. If we said to me, "Good luck next year, your class being said, we will be the first to admit that from the student body. Come to this event,
don't grow, we are not really living." is so apathetic." When he made that com- SGA has not always done the best job in bring a friend and ask us whatever you
Let us continue to change, grow and ment I brushed it off, but it was later that reaching out to students. Well, mark this want. This is a great opportunity to get an
live—to the fullest We must make this day I thought about the class of 2012 and down now, that will charge this year, and unfiltered dialogue between the student
place—our home—comfortable and safe the words spoken to me by my friend. To be coming up this month, there are several op- body, SGA and the president of the College.
Dear Colby,
for all in the ways it should be so that frank , I completely disagree with my friend. portunities to get your ideas out there.
We want to hear what you think, and this
First, apply for a committee. The idea of venue is designed specifically for that purI was a waitress this summer. I mas- our hearts and minds can be uncomfort- Colby has many people this year who care
tered the art of carrying Cosmopolitians able in the ways that they should be. and are active in the discourse of the cam- serving on a committee might sound boring pose. Please come by and we know that
and pints of draft beer filled to the brim, I don 't think we have found that diffi- pus. Many of mem are seniors, but the con- or too time consuming, but in all honesty, it you will not be disappointed.
versations are also filled with sentiments is one of the most direct lines that students
while smiling at the cranky old man at cult balance quite yet.
Finally, connect with your dorm president,
I did a lot of thinking this summer. I from juniors, sophomores and already, the have to the administration. Each committee your class president or any member of the extable 22 who made me want to cry in
frustration, and hondid a lot of dreaming. new first year class. We are an empathetic is made up of students, staff, faculty and ad- ecutive board of SGA. Let them know what
estly I don't want to
planning, working and campus, one that strives to push boundaries ministrators and deal with topics such as you think about the direction of campus, ask
see another lobster roll
and
I'm and the status quo. However, as with all campus culture, educational policy, health- them to help you work on the things you
hoping,
thrilled to share it things, there is room for improvement.
care and athletics. There is really a commit- want to change about Colby. Allow them to
or platter of fried
Getting involved is an important aspect of tee for everyone. Committee applications represent you by speaking up. Every dorm
calarnari ever again.
with you all in the
For some reason,
upcoming
weeks. every student's time here at Colby. To sit will be out soon, and we encourage every- president this year has a specific plan on how
* This mumbo jumbo of back and let this campus pass you by would one to apply.
when you are a
they will solicit your opinions, but the system
Second, attend the State of the College will only work if you get loud and make your
"server," your cusan op-ed isn't meant be an unfortunate waste of everything this
tomers like to hear
to preach, but to en- campus has to offer. For this group, SGA has address at 7 p.m. in Ostrove Auditorium on voice heard.
about your life. Parcourage. How are you been our outlet to get involved, it has been a Sept. 19. This address is given by the presThis is your SGA and your Colby, and we
ticularly
the
older
going to engage with way for us to try to improve things on this idents of SGA and President Adams and want to make sure that you see the change you
folk. Where are you
gender and sexual di- campus so that we can all have a better ex- will be a time where we will lay out our want on campus.
in college? What do
versity this fall? The
you study? What do
question is no longer:
you want to do with
what do you want to
your future?
change? It is: how are you going to change
Well, I go to Colby, I'm a gender stud- it? Colby, we refuse to be passive. We
ies major and I want to positively change want a Gender and Sexual Diversity repower structures that suffocate the margin- source center. How are we going to fight
alized. They would smile and ask, "How the sexism and homophobia that so unfordo you plan on doing that, my dear?" tunately asserts itself? We become active
Hmmm.... That's a more difficult question. when we talk, connect and do.
I'd explain my job as the Gender and SexThere is a great deal of unknown
ual Diversity Student Resource Officer and ahead, but that's exciting. Where will
articulate that it is what I want to do be- we be in a year? What will the campus
yond college, but on a smaller scale. Every climate be? In all of the unknown howtime I explained this 'I became more ex- ever, I know this: I am more empowcited for the year to come, while at the ered, inspired, angry, proud, feisty,
same time realizing just how much there is determined, ready and eager than ever
for us to do at Colby.
before. Last spring we took some definNow, I don't share this anecdotal fluff itive steps, but this fall they will be
merely because I couldn't come up with bigger. We will be braver and louder
a better hook. I share it because as I be- with our voices and hearts and listen
came even more excited than is maybe more deeply to those around us. It
humanly possible, something funny and would be easier to just leave the existusual happened: I wasn't nervous or par- ing inequalities as they are, but guess
ticularly scared of the mountain in front what? Not only would that be wrong,
of me. I' m confident in the future be- but that'd be boring. Boredom doesn 't
cause of the faith and love 1 have in fly in my world. Get out of the box
Colby, in us, to continue what we started and get to work.
last spring. That 's my point: there is no
As always, I'm here to talk and help in
reason to be nervous and scared. The any way I can with anything relating to
truth is, we have all the .brain and heart gender and sexual diversity, and the inherwe need—we have a dynamic community. ent intersectionality that abounds. E-mail
It is simply a matter of re-arranging and me at bdewdney@colby.edu or stroll on
developing it so that we may become by the Pugh Center....I'll likely be workmore vibrant. Call me silly, but I think ing away in the Feminist Alliance club
room. Please, come visit! I promise I
that's fantastically empowering.
NICK KfXXJ THEOOLB't- ECHO
What did we start? A movement, di- don 't bite.
Our leaders, the SGA Executive Board, showing the value of enthusiasm and teamwork during a sunny day on the campus Quad.

I go to Colby, I'm a
gender studies
major and I want to
positively change
power structures
that suffocate the
marginalized.

10 years later: it doesn t matterif you win or lose

REMEMBERING 9/1
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"Did we win?" That seemed to be
the question floating around the past
couple of weeks as the tenth anniversary of the September 11 attacks crept
up on us. A decade of fear, vulnerability, unity, tension and change has
come and gone, bringing discussions
that were previously deemed "too soon"
out of the woodwork. The day the
towers fell, the Pentagon burned, and a
small town in Pennsylvania became
iconic led to a much-debated war and
unprecedented Catch-22: care too much
and seem defeated or care too little
and appear heartless.
On 9/11, we faced
an
unimaginable
tragedy that brought
us together. In the
weeks, months and
years following the attacks, that day turned
into a war that divided us again. Since
then, that war has
been the focal point
of our conversations,
especially now that
the 10 year milestone
has t>een reached, ine
special section of the
Sunday
New
York
Times bore the title "The Reckoning"
above a picture of the Ground Zero rubble, and a feature article in Newsweek
asked "Did Osama Win?" Ideas of revenge are placed right alongside images
of hope. So, perhaps the question should
be: is that what really matters?
Most of us were in elementary school
when our parents picked us up early and
we saw what looked like a movie of a

city under siege on television. For many,
it was the first indication that evil existed in the world, that one man and
one group could affect so many in such
a horrible way.
Before that day, we had no idea that
there were people who didn't like the
United States, didn't subscribe to our ideas
of freedom and democracy, or that they
were willing to take innocent lives to prove
a point. We all have our own story of
where we were when the towers fell or
when the news came that citizens not much
different from ourselves had plunged their
own plane into the ground to keep a hijacking from being successful. It's our Pearl
Harbor, our JFK assassination, our toppling
of the Berlin Wall. When Osama Bin Laden
was confirmed dead in May, we shouted
"revenge" while whispering "closure." Students all over the country chanted USA; it
was probably the only time Ground Zero
has echoed with cheers instead of deafening
silence. No Osama, no problem. America
could add one more
tally mark to the victory wall.
Yet, the question that
newspapers have written
about, political representatives have commented
on, and classrooms
have debated remains:
did we win? Was the
"mission accomplished?"
Have we emerged victorious over that shapefaceless
blob
less,
Known as lerronsnv AT.
this point, many of us
would say yes, with
reasonable evidence. The resilience and
strength of New Yorkers and Americans
everywhere is praised as a victory. The Wild
West ideal of good and bad has been resurrected, creating more space between "us" and
"them." 'They" will not defeat us. "They"
will not overtake us. "They" will not change
the way we live. The thing is, they have.
It doesn't matter that the scale has
temporarily been tipped in our favor. We

But we go about our
business, as if nothing is wrong, because this is all
normal for us; we've
grown up with it,
and we don't know
any better.

have lost sonwthing precious—especially
as a generation—that
we can t get back:
our innocence. We
wait an extra hour
in line in the airstanding
in
port,
front of full body
scanners and military
personnel
carrying
guns so big they
don't even look real.
Whenever a plane
flies just a little too
low
over
Times
Square, people look
up and hold their breath. There are
evacuation and contingency plans in

every school, building and public space
in major cities across
the country. Parents
tell
their
children
what
to do and
where to go if they
are ever separated
when an emergency
happens.
But we go about
our business, as if
nothing is wrong, because this is all normal for us; we've
grown up with it,
and we don't know
any better. In an effort to keep up the
optimism and patriotism that goes along

On 9/11 , we faced an
unimaginable
tragedy that had
brought us together
....That day turned
into a war that has
divided us again.
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with "never forget." it seems that we
have avoided addressing the sadness that
goes hand in hand with it. After all ,
that would be "losing." Showing "the
bad guys" that they had won, that we
had succumbed to grief instead of rising
above it to become stronger. We are allowed to be sad sometimes, scared
sometimes, and we are allowed to grieve.
Instead of listening to "Courtesy of the
Red, White and Blue," shed a tear or
think about honoring the victims instead
of avenging them. Ten years ago, people
gave their lives, whether they meant to
or not. It doesn 't matter if we win or
lose, because we lost in the worst possible way. It doesn't make us weaker or
less American, it just makes us human.
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FORUM

Mealtime Discussion of Current Events I
Foss—024
1
5:30 p.m.
i

WEDNESDAY
Men's Soccer vs. Husson
Loebs Field
4:30 p.m.
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Compagna-Sennett
Inaugural Lecture
Diamond — 142
7 p.m.

•i

in

Health and Wellness Seminar
Surviving the Weekend with River Huston
Cotter Union —Page Commons
7 p.m.

Huston is a dynamic speaker who shares her own
personal stories about the choices she made and
the impact her choices made on her self esteem
and her life. Her goal is to inspire students to live
the best life possible and how to make it fun. She
will discuss how to make safer sex a desirable
choice , tools to prevent alcohol-related disasters,
understanding the realities of sexual assault on
college campuses and how to lower the risk of
sexual assault.
' .

mi

Miller Library—133 Conference Room
7 p.m.
| Each Monday evening during the fall and spring
j semesters, students are invited to enjoy a cup of
I coffee and learn about helpful library services
and resources, effective library research,
information technology tools and writing skills.

Volleyball vs. Bates

Spoken Word Performers from
"Project Voice"

i mm ^^mmmmmmi ^mmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmm

Graduate Study Meeting

Cotter Union—120
7 p.m.

PCB is kicking off the year with spoken word
artists Sarah Kay and Phil Kaye. After college at
Brown, they started their own non-profit, Project
VOICE, which brings them around the country
teaching spoken word to young students.

SUNDAY

THURSDAY

A documentary film providing background on the
origins of the conflict in the Congo.

TUESDAY
Blood Drive

The Pugh Center
10:30 a.m.

Diamond—122
7 p.m.

Cotter Union—111 Lower Program Space
3 p.m.

Cotter Union—Page Commons Room
8 a.m.

The Pugh Community Board Presents:
Project V.O.I.C.E.S. Workshop
***—mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm mmmmmm

Film Screening and Discussion of
K ing Leopold's Ghost

Diamond—122
4 p.m.

Lecture Series:
Borrowing Materials &
Accessing Reserves

SATURDAY

Alfond Athletic Center—050
1
1 a.m.

In her talk "Vision , Prophecy, and Politics in the
Book of Revelation," she will look at the Bible
from a historical perspective, exploring who wrote
the Book of Revelation and why it was written the
way it was.

Lecture with Richard Scholar
Professor, University of Oxford

Field Hockey vs. U. New England
Bill Alfond Field
7 p.m.

Goldfarb Event
Gary Newton Foreign Service Lecture
Diamond—122
7:00 p.m.

MONDAY
Blood Drive

Cotter Union—Page Commons Room
8 a.m.

U.S. Special Advisor for Orphans and Vulnerable
Children Gary Newton, a 1972 graduate of Colby,
will make a presentation on life and work in the
foreign service, with particular emphasis on the
United States Agency for International
Development (USAID).

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

WATER ON WATER

DK NAIL SALON
Certified Licensed Professional

COLBY SPECIALS :
Thursdays:
Manicure Pedicure Combo
Regular Price $35, $30 with student ID
Manicure
Regular Price $10, $8 with student ID
•
HOURS:
Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.,
Sunday By Appointment
183 Main St
Waterville, ME 04901
(207) 872-9022
MC IOOICE/THE COLBY ECHO

Waterville Fire D e p a r t m e n t practices using water reserves f r o m Johnson Pond.

STUDENTS IN THE SPA
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What would you like to see from your next Loudness dance?
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"Shampoo & conditioner, so we can lather
rinse and repeat."
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Sun 12pm-9:30pm
Monday-Thursday: llam-9:30pm;
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"Queers everywhere."
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CHICKEN FINGER APPETIZER WITH
ORDER OF $25 OR MORE !

41 TEMPLE STREET
WATERVILLE , ME 04901
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JOKAS'
SPECIALS

WE NOW TAKE
CREDIT AND
DEBIT CARDS!!!

Jokas has a HUGE
shipment of distressed
beers including:
Blue Moon,
Harpoon &
Leinenkugel Summer
Beers!
So come on in before
it's Fall!

Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and import
beers in Central Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME
¦
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A member of the Woodsmen team demonstrates the "horizontal chop " at the Club Expo Tuesday evening.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Photo exhibit reimagines modernity in 1930s
By LAUREN FIORELU
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The 1930s in America was a
time of vast socio-economic
change, a phenomenon which
photographers of the time strove
to capture. The Colby Museum of
Art exhibit "American Modern "
weaves together the images of
Berenice Abbott. Walker Evans
and Margaret Bourke-White and
emphasizes their documentary
styles during this time period.
The exhibit presents three
rooms of photos , many with indepth
descriptive
placards .
flooding visitors with words and
numbers, as if to emphasize the
images foremost as documentary, rather than as works of art.
But what holds more interest
than the explanatory paragraphs
and their facts is the way "documentary photography" has so
many different manifestations
within the exhibit. Abbott, Evans
and Bourke-White all photographed the Great Depression
in different locales and in very
different styles.
Many prints from Abbott 's
collection "Changing New York"
are incorporated into "America
Modern," in which she documents the rise of skyscrapers and
other larger-than-life metal structures in New York City. Her
angles are dizzying at times, as in
"Canyon ,
Broadway
and

Exchange Place, where she
rums the camera toward the sky,
which is blocked out almost
entirely by the towering figures
of three looming skyscrapers.
They seem about ready to collapse upon the viewer.
Abbott captures these new
grandiose structures with a kind
of terror and awe and then she
juxtaposes it with subtle hints of
the other half. In "Construction
Old and New." we see a majestic
New York skyscraper rising up
behind one of its poor tenement
cousins. Images like this one
reall y invoke the contrast
between the country 's hig h
ambitions and harsh realities in
the 1930s.
Bourke-White 's famous image
"World's Highest Standard of
Living " neatly embodies this
contrast with its juxtaposition of
a billboard extolling the world's
highest standard of living—a
smiling white family with two
children and a dog, motoring
through the countryside—and a
line of African Americans outside a nearby Red Cross floodrelief station. Bourke-White
highlights this contrast with an
irony and sardonic wit that is
absent in Abbott 's images,
though they hi ghlight the same
contrast between ambition and
actuality in America.
Walker Evans * approach is
quite different, taking on the doc-

umentary quality of being simple
and direct," as the placards point
out (though, funnily, Evans wanted his images to speak for themselves without captioning or
commentary—he developed the
concept of the "photo essay"). His
style sets him apart at a glance
with his straight-on portraits of
southern poverty.
Evans went into homes and
photographed poor families,
whether posed together or by
themselves, as they stared straight
out at the camera. His series of
Bud Fields , an impoverished
farmer from Alabama, and his
is
represented
in
family
"American Modem" by two photos, one of which depicts Bud
with his wife, her mother and
their infant child. The mother
stands behind the sitting couple
and her head is cut out of the
frame. "It seems as though they 're
cut off from the mainstream ,"
museum docent Liz Geller said,
interpreting Evans ' framing
choice. Evans' photos show a
much more desperate and destitute side of the Depression era. He
doesn 't distance himself from his
subjects, but gets in close and has
them look right at you. Poverty
here is a distinct reality.
The Museum's Art and Faith
lecture series used "American
Modem" as a jumping-off point
for Reverend Paul Nielsen of the
Lutheran
Church
of
the

COURTESY Of ANGLONAUTES COM

Bourke-White s' "Worlds Highest Standard of Living " questions the notion of American idealism.
Resurrection in Waterville to discuss the changing attitude toward
poverty in Martin Luther 's time.
Using a PowerPoint presentation
to aid his discussion , Nielsen
incorporated photos from the
exhibit into his slides.
His discussion, "The Effect of
Luther and the Reformation on
Medieval Poverty," focused
mainly on the contrast between
the different approaches toward
aiding the poor in the Medieval
and Reformation periods. While
the church controlled the distrib-

ution of alms to the poor in
medieval times, essentially selling salvation to the rich in
exchange for their charity,
Luther sought to rectify this
ineffective "alms for penance"
trade off.
Luther tried to clarify the
acquisition of penance in his
belief that salvation should not be
sold; faith earns one salvation and
love for one 's neighbor alone
should incite charity. On this slide
in the presentation, Nielsen put
one of Evans' Bud Fields photos,

as if to say, "This is the neighbor
that needs care."
In the medieval period, just
as in the Depression, just as
now, the faces of the poor are
seldom seen by the wealthy. In
"American Modern," they are
brought to our attention in a
way that cannot be ignored. Bud
Fields and his family stare out
at the viewer, "making us look
into their faces and see them as
we see ourselves," Mirken
Curator of Education Lauren
Lessing said.

FiveYears: Hill 'n the Ville New museumaddition

ARTS NEWS BRIEF

By CATE DONOVAN
NEWS STAFF

CHRIS KA5PRAK/THE COLBV ECHO

Indie rock musician Matt Costa sings at the f i f t h annual Hill 'n the 'Ville music festival.

By DASH WASSERMAN
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

On Saturday, Sept. 10, students and community members
converged on the Kennebec
waterfront for the annual Hill 'n
the 'Ville music festival. Now
in its fifth year, the event
attempts to bring together people from the greater Waterville
area for live music, local food
and deepening connections
between the College and the
town it calls home.
The year 's line-up featured
three musical acts from New
England: The Cheshire Massacre,
a metalcore band from Oakland,
Maine; Paranoid Social Club, psychedelic
indie-rockers
from
Portland, Maine; and The Brew, a
four-piece rock outfit from
Amesbury, Mass. While all three
bands revealed the colorful musical talent being fostered in the
region, it was California indie
rock musician Matt Costa who
headlined the event, stealing the
show with his mellow guitar
strums and folksy vocals.
Though Costa 's early evening
performance amassed a crowd of a
couple hundred people, the shuttle

contracted by the College to provide rides for students "never
showed up, " and forced some
relying on the service to seek
alternate transportation.
The transportation debacle did

Coming together
with our
community in a
laid-back
environment is
a really nice
Colby-Waterville
tradition to share
with friends.
Jenifer Goldman

Class of 2012

not stop Jenifer Goldman ' 12 from
going to the festival for the third
time during her time on the Hill.
"Coming together with our community in a laid-back environment
is a really nice Colby-Waterville
tradition to share with friends,"

In October, construction will
commence on a $15 million
expansion of the Colby College
Museum of Art.
The new
Lunder-Alfond Family Pavilion
will house Peter and Paula
Lunder 's generous 2007 gift of
art, a collection described as
"one of the greatest collections
of American art that has been
given to a college museum anywhere" by Sharon Corwin,
Carolyn Muzzy Director of the
Colby Museum of Art and
Chief Curator.
The gift, totaling over 450
pieces and worth over SI00 million , is primarily a collection of
American art from the late 18th
century to the 21 st century,
though it also contains a sizeable
amount of Asian art and Chinese
antiquities. It includes works by
Georgia O'Keeffe, Winslow
Homer and James McNeill
Whistler, whose 200 prints,
drawings, pastels and paintings
comprise a large part of the gift.
"In terms of its strengths as a
teaching collection , it is very
strong in offering a really indepth view of Whistler for art
students to study," Corwin said,
noting that some Whistler prints
show the different stages of the
creative process.

Currently, the museum contains a considerable amount of
American art, including the permanent collections of John Marin
and Alex Katz, but according to
Corwin, "one of the great things
about the gift is how beautifully it
complements our permanent collection—expanding
on
our

The unveiling of
the AlfondLunder Family
Pavilion is slated
to be the fined
event in the
celebration of
the College's
bicentennial in
summer 2013.
strengths and filling in some of
the holes we had." Some pieces
from the Lunder collection are
already displayed at the museum,
most notably in an exhibition on
Whistler that draws its entire
works from the gift. The 26,000
square foot expansion of the
museum will create space to display the entire Lunder collection .

as well as make the College's art
museum the largest in Maine.
The addition , financed by a
successful fundraising campaign
as well as a major contribution
from the Alfond Foundation,
will create an extended teaching
gallery for Colby students and
faculty as well as classroom
space for outreach programs in
which children and teens come
to the museum to partake in art
projects and activities. On the
third floor of the Pavilion, there
will be classrooms, in addition
to new photography and foundation studios.
To accommodate the construction, the museum will
close on Oct. 3 and will partially reopen on Nov. 8 until
the expansion is completed.
"We are still going to be very
active in our programming
during the construction period," Corwin said. Permanent
collections and pieces from the
Alex Katz collection will be
displayed on rotation during
this
time.
Additionally,
throughout the construction
period , students and faculty on
the Hill will be able to access
specific works if needed.
The unveiling of the AlfondLunder Family Pavilion is slated
to be the final event in the celebration of the College's bicentennial in to the summer of 2013.

she said. "I missed stuff like this
when I was [studying] abroad. It 's
a great time, and, hopefully, it
shows that we think of this as our
town too."
As each of the four acts took
the stage, Colby students and
Waterville residents listened
together from blankets on the
grass. The whole scene, framed
by the recently completed
restoration of the two-cent
bridge, was a reminder of the festival 's purpose: uniting the sometimes distanced communities of
Colby and Waterville.
"I think Hill *n the 'Ville fosters collaboration between Colby
and Waterville, because we 're all
living in a shared space—in the
same community—so to have a
day devoted to that helps keep
that vision in peoples * minds,"
Student Programming Board
Vice President Meghan Kelly
'12 said.
This year 's festival was the
result of a partnership between
Waterville Main Street, the
College's Student Government
Association (SGA) and SPB ,
along with sponsorship from
several community businesses
COURTESV OF FREDERICK FISHER AND PARTNERS
] The Alfond-Lunder Family Pavilion will allow the Museum to display works currently in storage.
and institutions.

The subtleties of Sup er 8

LOOSE CANNON: A GUIDE TO THE FILMS THAT YOU DIDN'T KNOW YOU LOVED

REVI EWS

J. J. Abram 's
new f ilm echoes
Spielberg motif s
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By MIKE SOUTHARD &
SAM DEERAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

In this column, we highlight
films that have directly or indirectly inspired the most cherished
and popular movies of contemporary cinema. We will discuss the
antecedents of a popular movie in
a reversed chronological order—
working backwards through film
history. To kick things off , we
will do J.J Abrams latest hit ,
Super 8.
Abrams is best known for
helping to create the TV shows
LOST, Alias and Fringe, and for
directing the latest Star Trek
movie. He 's a filmmaker whose
work falls firml y within the sci-fi
and thriller genres and, at first
glance, Super 8 is no exception.
It's an unabashed tribute to monster movies and science fiction ,
and employs all of the pulpy
tropes that have popped up in his
earlier work: aliens, government
conspiracies, secret military operations, explosions, etc. What distinguishes Super 8 from his
earlier work and sci-fi/thriller
conventions is its setting—1979
Ohio—and
its
main cast.
Children, not adults, are the main
protagonists of the story, and we
see the events of the movie
through their unique perspective.
The Goonies (1985)
Steven Spielberg produced
both Super 8 and The Goonies,
and both films share a lot of
DNA. Both movies revolve
around a group of teenage best
friends who, in their quest for
adventure, get into a plot that is

Thejailbirdsings; Listeningto Lil Wayne

E By Austin Hoag, Contributing Writer
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J J. Abram 's Super 8 makes tribute to movie genres of the past.
way over their heads and maturity level. Super 8 and The
Goonies both portray the early
teenage years candidly and entertainingly, capturing how 13-year
olds talk to each other and relate
to one another. While no one in
Super 8 fills the big shoes of
Chunk and the Truffle Shuffle,
the pyromaniac 12-year old is a
pretty worthy successor.
Close Encounters of the
Third Kind 1ET (1977/1982)
Abrams is clearly an admirer
of Steven Spielberg, and admits
that Super 8 is heavily indebted to
Spielberg's films—specifically
those that were released around
the time that Super 8 is set. Close
Encounters and E.T., two of
Spielberg's most famous films ,
contain much of the same spirit
and share some of the same narrative twists and turns as Abram 's
film. Visually, Super 8 looks like
it could have been a part of
Spielberg's body of work, with
fluid camerawork and wide,
beautiful compositions with a lot
of activity within the frame. More

importantly, both directors share a
thematic sensibility.
Whether or not you respond
to their movies, Spielberg and
Abrams are sentimental and optimistic filmmakers: their enthusiasm for their work shines
through the best of their films.
The enthusiasm that Joe (the protagonist of Super 8) and his
friends have for filmmaking
echoes Richard Dreyfus ' obsession with outer space in Close
Encounters, and Henry Thomas'
friendship with E.T. Spielberg
and Abrams* characters embrace
their obsessions to the very end,
even at the risk of danger, alienation or death. An undeniable
sense of mortality hangs over all
three films. And yet Super 8,
Close Encounters and E. T. are all
hugely entertaining blockbusters
with aliens and special effects
and everything else you'd expect
from a good summer movie.
Abrams' ability to combine spectacle with a sense of what sets
him apart from someone like
Michael Bay and truly links him
with Spielberg.

REMEMBERING 9/11THROUGH READINGS

j

Tired of Dubstep? Then what
better way to end the summer
than with some good ol* rhythm
and beats from rap royalty artist
Lil Wayne. The famed New
Orleans rapper released his ninth
studio album, Tha Carter IV,
late last month to much anticipation and fanfare. Wayne was
actively writing and releasing
music while serving his eightmonth prison sentence, and Tha
Carter IV is his first album since
his jail time came to an end in
November 2010.
Selling almost one million
copies in its first week, Tha
Carter IV comes up only a few
thousand copies short of its
predecessor, Tha Carter III
(2008), arguably the pinnacle
album of Wayne's artistic
career. In an interview prior to
the album 's release, the rapper
told XXL Magazine that this
could be his last.
Despite
the
unoriginal
name, Tha Carter IV contains
inherently
unique tracks.
Wayne is known for his slick
musical style and his vulgar,
yet clever turns of phrases, as
evidenced by some of his more
successful singles, such as "A
Mi Hi" and "Lollipop" from
Tha Carter III. His latest
album is certainly not dry of
these elements, but there are
fewer tracks focusing on selfhype and sexual vulgarity, and
more on emotion, career scope
and the rapper 's future.
The first track after the intra,
"Blunt Blowin * ," opens with
the lyrics, "I live it up like
these are my last days / If time
is money, I'm an hour past
paid." Isolation and distance
are quintessential features of
Wayne's lyrics, but he almost
always employs them in reference to the past, rarely con-

cerning the future. In the second verse of "Blunt Blowin',"
Wayne ensures a secure future
for the label he founded .
Young Money Entertainment,
the embodiment of his reputation: "Young Money 's eating,
the label getting fatter / And,
yea, the tables turned, but I'm
still
sitting
at
'em."

In the twilight
of his career,
perhaps
Wayne
realizes that
this is his
last chance to
be heard while
everyone is
still listening.
Establishing this message at
the outset, Wayne sets up this
album as an ultimatum before
his inevitable retirement.
Though Wayne admits he
must soon meet his end, he
does not claim to do it alone.
Joining him on Tha Carter IV
are numerous high-class rap
acts, including Nas, T-Pain and
Tech N9ne, as well as fellow
Young Money artists Drake and
Cory Gunz. Aiding Wayne in
doing what he does best—lyrically tearing apart those who
oppose him—outside contributors help diversif y the body of
the album into one of his most
solid performances.
"6 Foot 7 Foot" is the perfect
party single; its catchy bassheavy beat is reminiscent of

TJ
O Dana 's renovations offer new
O
M-4 By Courtney Yeager, Editor-in-Chief
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Professors Jenny Boylan (top) and Joseph Reisert (bottom) participate in a read-in of works
relating to the September 11 attacks 10 years ago. Faculty and staff read f r o m a range of works
including obituaries, presidential addresses, legislation, official statements, news reports and personal reflections.

Dana has never been my
favorite dining hall. The lines
are always long, the sports
teams have designated tables
and the Freshman IS threatens
you as you choose from an
array of greasy pizzas. None of
these features have changed,
but in spite of my qualms, I
find myself suddenly wanting
to eat there.
This summer, the College
renovated Dana's serving area,
and the architectural redesign
brought some improvements to
the food selection as well.
Now, when I browse dinner
menus with my friends, we get
excited to see what Dana 's
offering. There is a lot of good
that has come from the renovation, but there are many drawbacks as well.
First: the highlights. I'm a
huge fan of condiments, and the
six new bread spreads by the
soup station don 't disappoint. In
my opinion, pesto can complement any dish, but it 's nice to
change it up with sundried
tomato tapenade or roasted garlic spread, which go well with
toast and pasta. The semi-regular spinach artichoke dip also
makes my personal favorites
list, and the staff switches it up
by serving the dip with raw vegetables or some days and pita
bread on others.
In the past, the sandwich bar
has attracted the masses during
the inevitable lunchtime rush,
and it still does. Its current central position in the room, however, makes maneuvering around
the crowd much easier, and the
line can form without blocking

Wayne's earlier work every
good party blasting two years
ago. A more alternative track
featuring Drake, "She Will ," is
completely unique within in
the album and atypical of
Wayne's style in general; if
anything, the track's ambient
beat and staggered lyrical flow
are more indicative of Drake's
influence. For the "Interlude,"
Tech N9ne spits a viciously
quick rampage against an epic
horn buildup, with an uncredited verse from Andre 3000 to
finish off the track.
The biggest risks of the album
are the juxtaposed tracks "How
to Hate" and "How to Love."
Separate in both order of appearance and content, they partition
the album. Drawing attention to,
these tracks, Wayne uses them to
convey matters of family and
relationships, about which he
rarely writes in this vein. The
rapper sings the hook of "How
to Love" as if it were an R. Kelly
lullaby, "You had a lot of crooks
try to steal your heart / Never
really had luck , couldn 't never
figure out / How to love, How to
love." Wayne makes himself
vulnerable as ever with his
words in these dual tracks, but
his sincerity is clear.
Wayne has been known to
surprise audiences with unexpected stylistic choices, such as
his recent rock album, Rebirth
(2010). With Rebirth , Wayne
experimented
with
guitar
anthems and what it means to be
a musical influence. But this is
different. With a Grammy and
nine studio albums, many o(
which have gone platinum, there
is no longer anyone to impress.
In the twilight of his career, perhaps Wayne realizes that this is
his last chance to be heard while
everyone is still listening.

tastes but hassles [

essential areas like the old ice
cream station. The dining hall
staff also avoids tripping over
each other because the area is
much roomier.
Another bonus: the cookies.
Colby's cookies have always
been good. I had never heard of
pumpkin chip cookies before
coming here, and now I can't

This summer,
the College
renovated
Dana's serving
area, and the
architectural
redesign
brought some
improvements
to the food
selection as
well.
imagine a better way to end to a
meal. I' m not sure what has
changed, but I find myself
reaching for the new peanut
butter and M&M cookies far
more than is normal.. .or
healthy.
Despite these improvements,
Dana has caused its fair share of
frustrations when students
began pouring through its
doors. Having one soft drink
machine at the biggest dining
hall on campus was a poor deci-

sion. Ten-student-long lines
snake into the seating area, and
the machine is chronically out
of ice. I'm surprised I haven 't
run into similar issues with the
lone milk dispenser. Hopefully
a better beverage system is in
the works.
Then there's the location of
the ice cream station. It makes
sense, design-wise, that the two
dessert areas mirror each other.
Yet the ice cream tubs are now
in a very public place, which
deters me, at least, from choosing it for dessert. The ice cream
containers are at an awkward
angle in the deep freezer , and it 's
just not an ideal situation for students wearing risque skirts or
dresses. Maybe ice cream will
become a winter thing.
My last complaint is the silverware debacle. There are no
longer two central locations
where you can pick up your
forks on your way to the table.
Now it 's more of a scavenger
hunt where you have to first spot
the silverware canister and then
hope it contains the utensil you
need. Nothing is marked like in
Dana's olden days, and 1 end up
touching the handles of quite a
few knives and forks before
finding the spoon.
The Dana staff is still working out the kinks, but the new
setup has a lot of potential. A
p lace where I can indulge in
guacamole a few times a week
and eat pudding out of a glass
sundae cup is a place 1 want to
be. Dana will never be my
favorite dinner locale, but I' m
excited to see what other
improvements are to come.

W. tennis defeats Colby-Sawyer Patriots pride: a
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COURTESY Of MCKENZIE LWE

Sarah Wiener '13 (left) and Kathryn Vergeyle '12 fell at f irst doubles in a 8-1 over Conn. College.
By ROBERT YEE
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby women 's tennis opened
up its season with a solid 8-1 victory over Colby-Sawyer College
on Sunday. Sept. 11. Colby moves
to 1-0 on the fall while ColbySawyer drops to 1-4.
The Mules made the most of the
sunny early-autumn afternoon as
they came away with two of three
doubles points before sweeping
singles play.
The second doubles team of
Tess Perese '14 and Mckenzie
Love *13 was victorious, winning
8-3. while Alex McAuliff' 13 and
Victoria Abel ' 14 defeated ColbySawyer "s sunglasses-clad third
doubles team, 8-1
Kathryn Vergeyle. the team 's
lone senior, and Sarah Wiener
'13 fought back from a 7-4
deficit with a hold and a break to

get back on serve . 7-6, but
couldn 't consolidate the break
and fell 8-6.
Carrying the momentum of a
2-1 lead into singles, the Mules
won all six singles matches with
relative ease.
Perese won at first singles. 61, 6-3; Vergeyle at second, 6-2.
6-0; Love at third , 7-5. 6-2;
Erica Talamo '15 at fourth. 6-0,
6-0: McAuliff at Fifth, 6-4, 6-1;
and Lucy O'Keeffe '14 at sixth.
6-1 , 6-0. Quite simply, the Mules
outclassed their opponents in
this contest.
Although head coach Doanh
Wang was p leased to get the victory, he said, "That one blemish in
the score is indicative of a lot of
things we have to work on." The
Mules have held just five practices
this season, and Coach Wang
pointed out that "the nerves were
definitely there. Everyone seemed

to be working through some earlyseason jitters."
"As a team we just needed to
play our game.
not to go down to
their
level, "
added Wiener. "It
wasn 't 'pretty tennis.' but we were
able to win regardless
of
looks."
The
Mules
enter the season
with a slew of
new faces on the
squad.
After
g r a d u a t i n g two
key contributors
in K a t i e Brezin" 11
ski
and
Katie Muto M l ,
Coach Wang stocked up on
young talent, adding six firstyears ( i n c l u d i n g five walk-

ons) to the squad.
With such a young team,
Coach Wang is looking for big
things from Vergeyle. "It has been
great to see Kathryn develop into
a natural leader; it is something I
think all coaches want to see in
their players: grow, mature and
develop into a positive role model
for their teammates and other student-athletes on campus," Wang
said. "I am looking forward to
seeing Kathryn continue to impact the program during her senior year."
Colby women 's tennis will
practice for a few weeks before its next competition—
ITA
Reg ionals
at
Bates
College beg inning on Sept.
30. Onl y the top few competitors from each New England
teams will attend , so the level
of p lay will be decidedly
hi gher than what the Mules
saw this past
weekend.
But there 's no
reason to believe the Mules
can 't succeed at
this competition ,
as they were
able to defeat an
NCAA Tournament
team—
SUNY
New
P a 1 t z — on
Spring
Break
last season.
Colb y
will
then compete in
three
matches
over Fall Break
against the University of
Southern Maine , Wheaton
College and Simmons College.

Colby women's
tennis opened
up its season
with a solid 81 victory
over ColbySawyer College
on Sunday,
September
11.

Field hockey loses thriller at home
By JAMES GEOGHEGAN
STAFF WRITER

Under the direction of its new
head coach Tina Cormier, the
Colby women 's field hockey
team hosted Connecticut College
in a thrilling contest Saturday in
Waterville , Maine . Although the
Camels snuck away with their
first New England Small College
Athletic
Conference 's
(NESCAC) victory, the Mules
are confident in their coach's system and strive to earn a place in
the national rankings.
As regulation time exp ired ,
the Mules defense surrendered
a rebound goal from a Connecticut penalty corner after a
wild scramble in front of the
home team 's goal.
The Mules carried a 2-1
lead into the second half , but a
determined Conn, team was
able to turn the contest into
one of attrition , controlling
the pace of play and gaining a
statistical advantage before
knocking in a rebound goal ,
ending a game that seemed
destined for overtime.
An evenly matched pre-season contest with defending national champion , Bowdoin
College , confirmed susp icions

that Colby field hockey is
poised for a breakout year.
"There 's an emp hasis on p laying as more of a team unit this
year," said
junior
Cale
Wardell. "Our new tactics
't
aren
designed around j u s t
one star player and Coach
Cormier has devoted more
practice time to s c r i m m a g i n g
to allow players to learn from
mistakes made in practice. "
Wardell
also
lauded
Cormier 's ability to tailor her
teaching style to the needs of the
individual student. "She knows
I don 't play well when people
yell at me, so she doesn 't yell at
me," Wardell noted.
Though Cormier has brought
the technical expertise from her
experience at a Division I field
hockey program , she has embraced Colby 's liberal arts values
and is more concerned with the
progress made by individual students than team successes measured in victories and defeat. "She
is intense but there is always a
positive and constructive energy.
She reall y cares about us as people. She stresses the importance
of a high team-GPA and our students making consummate contributions to the community."
Wardell explained. She then

"There was really great team
contribution," Parent continued.
"We talked a lot about being balanced, and each match a different
person was leading us offensively."
The Mules looked energized vs.
MMA with Burchill making 11
digs on defense and a career-high
13 kills to help lead the Mules to a
25-20, 25-19, 25-22 win.
Burchill and Sewall were equally
impressed by the team 's balance
and participation. "It was a great
team effort," the captains raved.
"Everybody really stepped up."
New-to-the-team sophomore
Anna Clifford "did an excellent job
defensively," Coach Parent said.

Center Dan Koppen was lost
with what looked like an ankle
injury that could be the end of
his season. Nate Solder provided light on the offensive
line as the rookie tackle kept
Cameron Wake , Miami's bi g
edge rusher, on a tig ht leash
all game.
Somehow "Tom Terrific"just
On the defensive side of
'
doesn t quite cut it. What we things, the story sounds pretty
witnessed Monday night from
similar to last year. The Patriots '
Tom Brady and the New Eng- lackluster offense made Chad
land Patriots' offense was sheer Henne look like, well, Dan
brilliance. It was a historic per- Marino. He threw for 416 yards
formance by Brady, who racked of his own and two touchdowns.
up 517 yards and
His only intercepfour touchdowns
tion
came
in
in
the
38-24
garbage time on
the last play of the
romping of the
Miami Dolphins
game,
even
by
the
Pats.
though
Leigh
Brady 's
517
Bodden
and
yards are the
Devin McCourtey
both
dropped
most ever in a
Monday
Night
p icks earlier in
Football game.
the game.
Brad y 's night
Yes, it was a
was assisted by
shootout, and yes,
he threw it almost
Wes Welker, who
had eight catches
50 times, but the
for 160 yards and
gaudy stat line is
two of Brady 's
not impressive for
a Patriots ' defense
t o u c h d o w n
that, at least on
passes, including
a beautiful 99
paper, should be
much improved
yard catch and
from last season.
run by Welker,
Miami running
who scampered
away from everybacks had less
body to tie the
than 60 yards, so
NFL record for
the run defense
certainly is a
longest
touchThen
down reception.
strength.
Deion Branch,
again with 12
a.k.a.
Tom
feet-7 inches and
Brady 's real lover (sorry Gisele, 700 pounds of man on the inteDeion was here first), also had a rior line between Vince Wilfork
strong night with seven grabs for and Albert Haynesworth, you
93 yards.
wouldn't be able to move that deThe two-headed tight-end fensive line either.
monster of Rob Gronkowski
Overall the defense is getting better, esand Aaron Hernandez claimed
pecially in the
another
victim
area of pressurMonday night as
ing the quarterback ,
where
the two combined
some
definite
for seven recepstrides
were
tions
for
189
yards
and
made Monday
other
night , as there
Brady 's
was almost altwo touchdowns.
ways a white
Every game it
becomes
more
jersey
in
and more obvious
Henne 's
face
that these two are
and he had to
escape a sack
both
matchup
multiple times.
nightmares
on
their own , much
It was a solid
performance by
less when they
the
Patriots , and
are on the field
together. Every
anyone
who
doubted
this
defensive coorditeam as a connator on the Patriots * schedule
tender for the
Super Bowl or
just ordered 100
7
tons of Dunkin Donuts coffee Tom Brady as the best quarterand a futon because they 're back in the game (cough ,
going to be spending some late cough , ESPN's 'experts ') is
nights scratching their heads probably reconsidering their
and wondering how to stop stance. But as Coach Belichick
these two.
always says, "Yeah , we could
In the obligatory Ochocinco use some improvement in
update , Chad was targeted twice some areas."
The Patriots will face the
and made a very nice diving
catch on the sideline for 14 San
Diego
Chargers
in
yards. Unfortunately for the ex- Foxboro , Mass. next week as
Bengal , with Hernandez and two aspiring AFC Champions
Gronk ri pping apart defenses face off in an early season
left and right, he is an unneces- contest that figures to be a
sary player and therefore proba- true contest.
bly won 't get a lot of p laying
Oh, and the Peyton Manningtime or targets.
less Indianapolis Colts lost big.
On a sad note , Pro Bowl All is well.

The twoheaded tightend monster
of Rob
Gronkowski
and Aaron
Hernandez
claimed
another victim
Monday night
as the two
combined
for seven
receptions for
189 yards
and...two
touchdowns.

It was a
historic
performance
by Brady,
who racked
up 517 yards
and four
touchdowns
in the 38-24
romping of
the Miami
Dolphins by
the Pats.

NICK IOOICE/THE COLBY ECHO

The Colby f ield hockey team lost its season opener to Conn. College.
added that the discipline from the
field hockey program carries
over into her other activities in
the community.
As a result of such characteristics, Wardell feels that the
field hockey team deserves
greater support from Colb y.

"We 're proud of our school;
we want our school to be proud
of us."
Colby field hockey is traveling to Middlebury, Vt. this weekend
before
returning
to
Waterville for three more home
games in September.

the
off-season
"She came up with
under the guidcritical digs that I
ance of Dawn
was extremely imStrout ,
the
pressed with."
strength and conLooking ahead,
ditioning coach
Coach Parent is
here on campus.
excited for the seaWith her summer
son and confident
workout p lan , the
in her team. "This
leam came into
is the most fit team
p r e s e a s o n
I
have
ever
stronger
and
coached," she said,
faster than we
"They
worked
have
ever
been
hard in the off-sea,
and it definitel y
son; they are dedihas begun to pay
cated, and they
Candace Parent off and hopefully
came into the seaHead Coach
will continue to in
son strong."
the future."
Echoed Sewell ,
The Mules had
" E v e r y o n e
worked extremel y hard during
great team spirit throughout the

game, and the players never lost
energy and exchanged encouraging words between each p lay. It's
obvious this team 's strong bond
and confidence in one another
helped them to pull off the weekend of wins.
"We have big expectations for
ourselves this year, but we are
just trying to go one game at a
time and keep focused and hopefully continue to gain momentum for our NESCAC (New
England Small College Athletic
Conference) matches," Burchill
said. The Mules will head to
Bowdoin College for a conference match this Friday and will
host fellow conference team
Bates College on Saturday
morning at 11.

Mules volleyball wins Colby Invitational
From VOLLEYBALL, F-age 14

week one romp

They worked
hard in the
off-season;
they are
dedicated ,
and they
came into the
season strong.
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Cross country excels in first meet
19 runners place
in the top 10 of
the Class Relays
By ADELE PRIESTLY
STAFF WRITER

Between the combined efforts
of the men 's and women's junior '-,-;uior and first-year/sophomore cross country teams, the
Colby Mules had 19 top-10 finishes in their season opener this
past Saturday, Sept. 10. The
race—named the Class Relays—
was hosted by Bates College at
Pineland Farms and ended with
a 64-46 overall points victory for
the Mule women. The men lost
overall; the Bobcats won with an

80-30 score.
This season marks head coach
Deb Aitken 's 27th year with the
women's team. The Mules are
currently ranked 18th in National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Division HI cross country and are ranked fifth in the
New England Region. Middlebury College and Williams College hold the top two spots in
New England, respectively.
Out of the top seven runners
from last year, five are returning
for the Mules: Berol Dewdney ' 13,
Layne Schwab '13, Claire Dunn.
*13, Kate Connolly '14 and Allison Rigby *14. In addition, there
are six new first-year runners.
Jared Beers returns for his sixth
year as the men's head coach,
along with six runners from last

RLE PHOTO

MorganLingar '13 help e dpropel Colby to victory at the Class Relays.

year 's top seven; captain Brian co-captain Robyn St. Laurent *12
Desmond '13, Tom Letoumeau and Rachel Frenkil ' 12 were all top*13 , Chris Halladay '12, John 20 finishers.
Colby runners
'13,
Williams
dominated
the
Matthieu Nadeau
first-year/sopho'12 and Luke Domore
race
with
herty Munro '13.
eight of the top ten
In the junior/sefinishes. Kate Connior men's race,
nolly '14 was secDesmond had the
ond
(18:09),
best Colby finish ,
Sophie Weaver * 14
and came in sixth
was fifth (18:24),
placewith a time of
Michaela Swiatek
20:14. The winner
' 15 was sixth
of the race, Devin
Allison
Dilts '12 of Bates,
Berol Dewdney and (18:26),
Rigby was seventh
finished in 19:42.
Robyn St. Laurent (18:27), Maeve
Nadeau was the
McGovem * 14 was
next Colby runner
Cross country captains
eighth
(18:29),
to cross the finish
Caitlin Sperzel '15
line in ninth place
was
ninth
(18:41)
and
Kylie
Van(21:06), Doherty Munro was tenth
(21:09) and Halladay came in 11th Buren '15 was tenth (18:41).
Although both teams have a
(21:10). Nick Papanastassiou ' 13,
Williams, Justin Rouse '12 , Le- large roster of fast runners, they
toumeau, Chase Hammond '12, aren 't just shooting for good reand Auston Duncanson ' 12 were sults. Women's co-captains Dewdney and St. Laurent told their team
all in the top 20.
In the first-year/sophomore that "by being the best runners we
race, JeffHale '15 and Ben Lester can be, we want to be the best peo'15 came in sixth and seventh ple we can be."
With a season goal of sending
place, with times of 20:24 and
their top seven to nationals, both
20:36, respectively. Paco DeFrancis '14 was ninth (20:38) and teams have been training harder
Charlie Coffman '15 took tenth than ever. "While many think runplace (20:45). Of the next 10 fin- ning is an individual sport, the
Colby team is truly a team in that
ishers, eight of them were Mules.
In the women 's races, co- we run as one, with a goal not to
captain Dewdney and first-year beat each other, but rather push
Eva Lauer '15 both took the each other to be the best runners
gold in their divisions. Dewd- we can be," Ri gby said. "We're not
only passionate about the sport, but
ney 's time was 17:10 and
also caring about the well-being of
Lauer 's was 17:13.
In the junior/senior race, Schwab, every person on the team."
Next , the Mules will take on
Dunn and Morgan Lingar ' 13 were
not far behind in third place (17:28), Bowdoin College on Sept. 17 in
fifth place (17:49) and sixth place Brunswick, Maine.
(18:09), respectively. Claire Cannon
'13 was 10th, and Brittany Colford
'13, Sylvia Doyle '12, Abigail
BE^^H
LamT* ^fll
Cherulyot ' 12, Virginia Keesler '13,

By being the
best runners
we can be, we
want to be the
best people
we can be
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Caitlin Burchill 12
SPORT:
Volleyball
f\ mmt
POSITION:
i
¦^
***-¦ ***
Outside hitter
Kills In Colby
HOME-TOWN:
Invitational
Walpole, Mass.
WHY:
Burchill , a senior for the Mules , earned Most
Valuable Player honors at the Colby Invitational.
The Mules defeated Maine Maritime Academy,
the University of Maine at Farmington and Gordon
College without dropping a set. Burchill ripped 27
| kills and came up with 28 defensive digs in the
I three wins. Burchill and Mackie Sewall '12 will
serve as captains for the Mules this fall.
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BY THE NUMBERS
6:40: Time remaining in the women's soccer game
against Connecticut College when Nikki Pickering '12
scored the winning goal for the Mules.
82: Assists tallied by volleyball player Kate Pleasants
'14 in three games during the Colby Invitational.
17:20: Winningtime recorded by women's cross
country runner Berol Dewdney'13 in the Junior/Senior race of the Class Relay Wave Race.
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Field hockey loses
hearttxeater to
Conn College

Women's tennis
opens season
with home win
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W. soccer battles for first win Volleyball starts
season strong

Mules win
championship
at home tourney
By CHLOE MARMET
STAFF WRITER

NICK I0DICE/THE COLBY ECHO

Senior captain midfielder Marissa Simmons p lays a ball during Colby 's. 1-0 win over Connecticut College this past weekend.
By SARAH TRANKLE
SPORTS EDITOR

The Colby women 's soccer
team wasted no time this season as
it defeated Connecticut College in
the opening game of New England
Small College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) play. A tight contest
with a final tally of 1 -0, the Mules
held their ground against the
Camels with the help of an enthusiastic home-field crowd.
Propelled by a deep bench and
the experience of several senior
players, the women were relentless in their first contest. Forward
Samantha Merriweather '12 explained that the women remained
focused because they were "excited to come out strong after
ending on such a great note"
against Bates College in the final
match of the 2010 season. Never
losing that concentration, the
Mules remained patient and

Nikki Pickering '12 scored off of
a deflection with six minutes and
40 seconds remaining in the
game. Also leading the Mules was
goalkeeper Emily
Brook *I5 who
saved six shots in
the shutout. With
the help of the defensive
line,
Brook blocked a
breakaway chance
and was able to
control the box
throughout
the
match—an
impressive feat in
her debut.
Following the
thrilling win over
the Camels, the
Colby
women
hope to carry their current momentum throughout the rest of

the NESCAC season. A strong
first-year class of midfielders,
including Cami
Notaro ,
Hallie
Hesslein , Ruthie
Hawley, Amanda
Findlay, Maddie
Tight and Hillary
Howe, join Carly
Dee '14 , Alex
Yorke '14 , Kate
Laxson '13 and
Julia Blumestyk
'14. Stacked with
such talent , the
Mules look to
hold possession
and direct the
movement
of
their games. On
the forward line ,
Pickering, Merriweather, tri-captain
Alex
Merriweather '12 , Annie Papadellis '14 , Emily Anderson

A tight
contest with a
final tally of
1-0, the Mules
held their
ground
against the
Camels with
the help of an
enthusiastic
home field
crowd.

' 14, Crysti Tsujiura '14 and
Christina Damon '14 join last
year 's leading scorer and current
tri-captain Marissa Simmons
'12 in pursuit of victories and a
berth in the NESCAC playoffs.
Tri-captain Emily Moos '12,
Kate Pistel *13 , Kat McCarrick
*I3 and Grace Dickinson '14
round out the backbone of the
team on defense.
In addition to such a strong
class of recruits and a core of veterans, former women's soccer
player Su-Lin Del Guercio '11
joins head coach Jen Holsten as an
assistant and is sure to aid the
Mules with her wealth of knowledge. Both coaches look forward
to the upcoming season and are in
strong preparation for upcoming
matches against the University of
New England (September 14 in
Biddeford, Maine) and Middlebury College (September 17 in
Middlebury, Vt.).

M. soccer falls in home opener

CHRIS KASPRAK/THE COLBY ECHO

Chris Pratt '14 plays a header in a loss to Connecticut College.

By TIM BADMINGTON
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men 's soccer team
did not open the 2011 regular
season as well as they ended
last fall's.
After fighting to their highest
p layoff seeding (fifth) in their
New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)

History, the Mules stumbled out
of the gate this past Saturday in
their season opener against
Connecticut College , who tied
for ei ghth place in the conference last year.
The final score was 2-0 in
favoT of the Camels, but it belied the closeness and intensity
of the competition.
For the first 68 minutes of

the game, Colby 's defense , anchored by senior captains
Matthew Boyes-Watson and
Hendrickson ,
Cory
who
manned both outside positions,
held stout against a strong
Conn, attack.
The Mule defense gave in in the
69th minute when Camel first-year
Kevin O'Brien netted his first collegiate goal off an assist from junior defender Winslow Murdoch.
O'Brien wasted
no time in recording his secondever goal, putting
a pass from sophomore
forward
Billy Hawkey behind Colby goalkeeper Ben Jos I in
'12just three minutes later.
The Mules ' offense was unable
to get anything
going. Connecticut sophomore
goalkeeper
Marini
Casey
was untested in the match as
none of Colby 's nine total
shots were placed on goal.
The Camel attack , meanwhile , kept Joslin busy as he
recorded six saves on 20
total shots.
The statistics indicated an
intense, aggressive attack on
the part of Connecticut College
as the Camels doubled the

Mules in fouls , 20 to 10, and
outpaced them in corner kicks
five to one.
Despite the initial bump in
the road , the team has high
e x p e c t a t i o n s for itself in
2011. The Mules bring back
19 p layers from last year 's
successfu l t e a m , i n c l u d i n g
leading scorer Nick A u b i n
'13 , who put in five goals
for Colby last fall. Rounding
out t h e roster
are
a
dozen
first-years who
are eager to
contribute
to
the cause.
Coach Mark
Serdjenian ,
back
for his
36th year as
coach of the
Mules , is enthusiastic about the
mix of young
players and experienced veterans. "The blend
of upperclassmen leadership and youthful
energy is e x c i t i n g for the
coaching staff ," he said.
Colb y 's next game is this
Wednesday against out-ofconference opponent Husson
U n i v e r s i t y at 4 p.m. The
next
NESCAC
team 's
matchup is a morning game at
Middlebury this Saturday,
Sept. 17.

The final
score was 2-0
in favor of
the Camels,
but it belied
the closeness
and intensity
of the
competition.

The women's volleyball team
started its season off on the right
foot as it went 3-0 in the Colby
Invitational this past weekend.
The home event kicked off on Friday, Sept. 9, when the Mules
played Gordon College in the
Wadsworth Gymnasium.
Sophomore Kate Bellerose led
the offense against Gordon with
nine kills. Sophomore Kate Pleasants held down defense with 12
digs in the match, backed by juniors Emily Vamiand Maggie Taylor, who finished with 10 digs
each, and sophomore Ellie Linden,
who had nine digs. The Mules won

the sets 25-10, 25-14, 25-16.
The team continued its winning
streak Saturday morning with another 3-0 victory, this time over the
University of Maine at Farmington
with set scores of 25-20, 25-8 and
25-21. Team captains Caitlin
Burchill '12 and Mackie Sewall
'12 each had an impressive seven
kills, while Bellerose and sophomore Lily Kramlich-Taylor had
eight and six kills, respectively.
The defense was on fire with Taylor finishing up with a whopping
19 digs and Pleasants racking up
12 digs.
The Mules took the championship Saturday afternoon with a 30 win over Maine Maritime
Academy (MMA), who came into
the match undefeated in the tournament. Mules head coach Candice
Parent praised her team membersfor
"stepping it up in clutch situations."
See VOLLEYBALL, Page 12

CHRIS HODeR/THf-COLBY ECHO

Colby volley ball won three matches at home en route to victory
in the Colby Invitational. Caitlin Burchill '12 was named MVP.
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Colby
On Deck

| THIS WEEK'S HOME GAMES
iMEN'S SOCCER: WEDNESDAY AT 4:OO P.M.
VS. HUSSON
IVOLLEYBALL: SATURDAY AT ii:oo A .M.
VS. BATES
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